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Mayor proclaims
'Tim Masthay
Day' in Murray

By ANDREW TAYLOR
Associated Press
ASHINGTON
(API
—
Republicans controlling the
House promised Thursday to
slash domestic agencies' spending by
almost 20 percent in their drive to bring it
back to levels in place before President
Barack Obania took office.
House Budget Committee Chairman
Paul Ryan announced the move as the first
salvo in a battle with °barna as they. seek
to keep a campaign promise to cut SI00
billion from domestic programs.
The cuts would bring huge changes to
agencies used to budget boosts during
Obama's first two years in office. The
White House has vowed to fight
Republicans, saying their plans could lead
to widespread furloughs of federal
employees and force vulnerable people off
of subsidized housing, reduce services in
national parks and slash aid to schools and
local police and fire departments.
"Washington's spending spree is over,"
Ryan. R-Wis., said. "The spending limits
will restore sanity to a broken budget
process and return spending for domestic
government agencies to pre-stimulus. prebailout levels."
Republicans made a campaign promise

W

Ky. political
heavy-hitters
take sides
on drug bill
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Daily Forecast
Naaonal Weather Service
Friday: A chance of rain and
snow after noon. Increasing
clouds, with a high near 34.
Chance of precipitation is 30
percent.
Friday Night: A 50 percent
chance of snow. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 25.
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 36.
Saturday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 28.
Sunday: A slight chance of
sleet before 9am, then a slight
chance of rain. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 45. Chance of
precipitation is 20 percent.
Sunday Night: A chance of
rain and snow. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 30.
Monday: A chance of light
snow. Cloudy, with a high near

40.
Monday Night: A slight
chance of light snow. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 18.

75c

Republicans
move to cut
domestic
programs

Staff Report
!stun-ay Ma)or Bill Wells has
declared today as Tim Masthay
Das in Murray through a proclamation signed late yesterday.
The
designation
honors
Masthay. a 2005 Murray High
School graduate, and his upcoming participation in Super Bowl
45 as a punter for the Green Bay
Packers.
The proclamation details how
Masthay moved to Murray early
in his life after being born in
Pittsburgh, and lists his participation in multiple sports and
activities while at MHS along
with his punting career for the
University of Kentucky.
Murray residents have been
showing their support for
Masthay this week, putting good
luck messages on store signs and
promoting a "Paint the Town
Green" campaign.

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
The dean of Kentucky's congressional delegation called
Thursday for a state law requiring prescriptions for some
commonly used cold and allergy medications, while the wife
of another congressman pleaded for the defeat of the proposal.
Legislation that's pending in
the state legislature has
Kentucky's political heavy-hitters taking sides on issue aimed
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Defying the Cold

Below-freezing temperatures Thursday afternoon couldn't stop three disc golf players from a playing a
round
in Murray's Chestnut Park. Pictured. Deke Havener releases his disc while teeing off on hole as
Jeremy
2
Smith, left, and Pete Chcukalas look on. Before play, the trio each put up one of their own discs in a friendly
wager. A traveling trophy was also up for grabs for the lowest scorer after 18 holes.

•See Page 3

Kentucky Organ Donor spokesperson
tells Murray Rotary Club of needs
By TOM BERRY
KODA, told members ot the Murray
Staff Writer
Rotary Club during a luncheon presenIf you had a chance to save the lives tation Thursday. Dallas said donating
of up to eight people while helping organs is a very simple act for one perdozens more have a better, healthier son, but one that can bring life-changfuture through one simple act of kind- ing miracles of many others.
ness would you take it?
"That simple gift is not so simple
If the answer is yes, you can make when you are on the other side of that
that move easily by registering with organ donation want list," Dallas said.
the Kentucky Organ Donor Affiliates "More than 110,000 men, women and
where that one act can possibly change children (nationally) are on the waitthe lives of possibly 100 people close ing list for an organ transplant.. eight
to home or across the country.
lives can be save with one person's
That was the message Vanessa donation."
Dallas, a 15-year representative of
In Kentucky. about 120 persons are

Rand Paul makes
first Senate speech
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1 API — U.S. Sen.
Rand Paul has invoked the memory of
Henry Clay during his first speech on the
Senate floor.
The Kentucky Republican and tea party
favorite told senators this week that he will
sit at Clay's desk and pointed out that Clay
was known as the "Great Compromiser."
Paul said one of his fellow senators recently asked him whether he would also be a
great compromiser.
Paul said in his speech that Clay's contemporaries who refused to compromise

hoping for a lite-sas mug or life-changing transplant: particularly kidney
transplants. but other organs are needed. In 2010, KODA reports more than
one million people nationwide signed
organ donor cards, but many times that
number are needed.
There is no age limit for those that
wish to donate and the donor has the
right to be "organ specific," donating
only that organ or organs you want.
Only those that test HIV positive are
not allowed to donate.

II See Page 2
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American Style: MHS,MSU
graduate seen as 'emerging artist'
Southeast Missouri State University.
Chase's ceramic sculptures were featured
in the winter 2010-2011 issue of American
Style magazine as one of their eight 2010
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Emerging Artists. Much to her surprise, the
Staff Writer
magazine not only contacted her about
urray nails e Amy Chase is making a being featured, but even chose her work to
name for herself in the an world, be on the cover.
with her work recently being fea"I was very honored to be chosen as an
tured on the cover of American Style maga- Emerging Artist in such a highly recognized
zine and upcoming exhibits in Colorado and magazine." Chase said. "Usually there is an
Washington, D.C.
application process for something like this,
Chase is the daughter of Jan and John so I was flattered that they sought me out.
Fuqua and the granddaughter of Carolyn It's nice to know people have been watching
and Johnny Reagan, all of Murray. Her other my work and what I've been doing."
grandparents. Jeff and Nancie Chase. live in
Chase added that she was honored because
Michigan. She currently lives in Cape
Girardeau. Mo. and teaches ceramics at
See Page 2

Chase's work recognized
by those in the world of art

M

Photo provided

The above sculpture was created by Murray native Amy Chase and
demonstrates spatial relationships between objects which is a common theme in Chase's work.
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Cairo square chaos intensifies, violence spreads
By MAGGIE MICHAEL
Associated Press
CAIRO (API — Protesters and
regime supporters fought in a second
day of rock-throwing battles at a central Cairo square while new lawlessness
spread around the city. New looting and
arson erupted. and gangs of thugs supporting President Hosni Mubarak
attacked reporters, foreigners and rights
workers while the army rounded up foreign journalists.
The government increasingly spread
an image that foreigners were fueling

the turmoil and supporting the tens of
thousands in the street who for more
than 1(1 days have demanded the immediate ouster of Mubarak, this country's
unquestioned ruler for nearly three
decades.
"When there are demonstrations of
this size, there will be foreigners who
come and take advantage and they have
an agenda to raise the energy of the
protesters." Vice President Omar
Suleiman said in an interview on state
TV.
Washington.
In
U.S.
State

Department spokesman P.J. Crowley
condemned what he called "a concerted
campaign to intimidate international
journalists in Cairo."
Pro-government mobs beat foreign
journalists with sticks on the streets
outside downtown Tahrir Square. the
epicenter of the protests. Dozens of
journalists, including ones from The
Washington Post and The New York
Times, were reported detained by security forces. One Greek print journalist
was stabbed in the leg with a screw
driver, and a photographer was

punched in the face by attackers who
smashed some of his equipment. The
Arabic news network Al-Arabiya
pleaded on an urgent news scroll for the
army to protect its offices and journalists, and Al-Jazeera said two of its correspondents were attacked.
Human nghts activists were also targeted. Military police stormed the
offices of an Egyptian rights groups as
activists were meeting And arrested at
least five. including :me from the

•See Page 2
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•Emerging artist...
From Front
it generally takes artists much
longer to be featured in such a
prominent publication. She said
the editors had previously seen
her work when it was featured
in Ceramics Monthly.
Chase graduated from Murray
High School in 1995 and earned
her BFA from Murray State
University in 2000. While at
MSU. she worked under faculty
member Fred Shepard, an experience that changed her life but
almost didn't happen.
"I kind of hit ceramics by mistake," Chase said. "I was trying
to get into furniture design and I
was trying to fill a 3D requirement, so I was like, 'Well. I'll
just take ceramics. I'll just go
ahead and take that.' It was in
the right time slot and everything. and I fell in love with it
and never left — and never did
finish furniture design."
Chase said working in ceramics appealed to her partly
because the medium was more
intimate than some other forms
of sculpting. using hand-molding much more than any
machines. After finishing at
MS11. she worked in Paducah as

a graphic designer for several
years. Dunng that time, she continued working in her home studio and realized that she wanted
to find a way to devote herself
to her craft.
Chase said her sculptures
investigate the relationships
between objects and focus on
representing personal relationships and memories.
"The patterns I use are representations of familiar imagery
found within my childhood.
These patterns are used to create
a linking association between
people, things or events." she
said.
Starting Friday. Chase's work
will be featured at the
Carbondale Clay Center in
Carbondale. Colo, in an exhibi"Sensual
called
tion
Sensations," which closes
March 2. Her work will also be
featured in May in an art auction
gala at the Washington Project
for the Arts in Washington. D.0
From 6-7 p.m. on March 4. an
opening reception will be neld
at the Sikeston Depot Museum
in Sikeston, Mo. for another
exhibition featuring Chase's
work. It runs through the end of
April, she said.

Pictured is Effie Kemp

First U
Churd
HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & limes

COLLISION: Murray Police responded to a two-vehicle collision without injuries at around 9 a.m. Friday on 12th Street directly across from Mulberry Street. No further details were available before press time.

Drug

•Donors...

International.
Lawlessness that had largely
eased since the weekend flared
From Front
anew. A fire raged in a major
Amnesty supermarket outside Sheikh Zayed.
London -based
International and another from a suburb of the capital, and looters
New York-based Human Rights were ransacking the building. A.
residential building neighboring a
Watch, the groups said.
"We call for the immediate and 5-star hotel on the Nile River corsafe release of our colleagues and niche was also ablaze, blocks away
others with them who should be from Tahrir. Other fires erupted in
able to monitor the human rights the Cairo district of Shubra, north
situation in Egypt at this crucial of the center, security officials
time without fear of harassment or said, speaking on condition of
detention," said Salil Shetty. anonymity because they were not
Secretary General of Amnesty authorized to talk to the media.

II Cairo...

more than 50 percent of those
obtaining driving credentials
Those that register can not
sign on to the program.
only provide life-saving organs
to those suffering or dying from Calloway is one of 53 counties
kidney, heart, liver or other in the state ranked above the
organ failure, but also by sup- state average in donations. The
plying bone tissue, skin, heart average is 27.3 percent.
valves that will be collected folThose that do not wish to
lowing death.
organs can still help by
donate
"I don't see it as a sad thing,
$1 to KODA's Trust
donating
a
help
will
that
something
but as
lot of people," Dallas said. "It's for Life when they renew or
a wonderful life-saving gift."
obtain a drivers license. You
One of the simplest ways to
may also go online and sign up
donate locally is when obtaining
or renewing a driver's license at on the KODA's donors registry
the Calloway County Circuit right from your own home or
Clerk's office. In Calloway, office.

From Front

For more information or to
register online, go to www.kyorgandonor.org. For more information concerning signing up
for the program at the Calloway
circuit clerk's office, call Clerk
Linda Avery at 753-2773.

Ashley Wiggins-Nurse Practitioner
Ashley Wiggins originally from Mayfield, KY loins the Physicians and Staff al
Primary Core Mrs4c6_1Cts_nter in continuing core to patients from our community
ond the 6lJf rounding Wig) Ashley graduated from Groves(-CAMPY High School in
2004 While enrolled ot Murray Slate University, she was on the Dean's List before
completing her B5N in 2006

Ashley then received her Family Nuf$41t Practitioner certification from Union University
in Jackson Tennessee in 2010, where she was a member of Sigma Theta Tou Honor
Society Currently, she is 81.5/ACIS certified and on AANP member. She is married to
Kevin, and some of her hobbies include travel and sports

Primary riP
Care
MEDICAL CENTER

at keeping pseudoephedrine out
of the hands of meth makers by
restricting medications containing the substance to people
with orders from doctors.
U.S. Rep. Hal Rogers. chairman of the powerful House
Appropriations Committee and
a leader in the fight against
drugs in the Appalachian
region, urged state lawmakers
to defy pharmaceutical companies that he said "are fighting
tooth and nail to keep you from
passing this bill."
"This bill is not about eliminating cold medications,"
Rogers said. "It's about saving
lives."
Pat Davis, wife of U.S. Rep.
Geoff Davis of Kentucky,
called on lawmakers not to pass
the legislation because it would
cost families far more to treat a
simple cold by adding the cost
of a copay for a doctor visit to

Calloway County Grand Jury
credit card under $500 in six months

ay TOM BERRY

(Class A misdemeanors); four
Staff Writer
A Calloway County grand counts of second-degree forgery
(Class D felonies): one count, theft
jury returned the following by unlawful taking (Class A misdeindictments during delibera- meanor).
tions Jan. 20. Some indictments
• Amy Lynn Hammock, 30.
may remain sealed by the court Volunteer Drive, Paris, Tenn.: one
until individuals have been count of theft of identity of another
served. An indictment means without consent (Class D felony);
the jury has determined there is second-degree forgery and theft of
evidence to proceed with services (Class D felonies).
• Chnstopher Alan McClain, 28,
charges, but does not indicate
Edinborough Drive, Murray: secguilt. All persons indicted are to ond-degree assault, domestic viobe considered innocent until lence (Class C felony); violation of a
proven guilty.
Kentucky emergency proteclive or
• Mark A. Manners, 45, Peggy
Ann Drive, Murray. prohibited use of
a computer to procure a minor to
engage in a sex act (Class D
felony); promoting a sexual performance by a minor (Class C felony):
first-offense, distributing obscene
materials to minors (Class A
Misdemeanor).
• John E. (Johnny) Thomas. 24.
Olive Street, Murray: seven counts
of third-degree rape for engaging in
sexual intercourse with another person under age 16(Class D felonies):
seven counts of fraudulent use of a

C60(270)7594200t0 schedule your
appointment todoyl Or OW our weinto of
www.PrimoryCareModicolCenter.com

From Front

domestic violence order.
• Witham David West, 56. Radio
Road, Dexter: four counts trafficking
in a controlled substance, firstdegree, first offense (Class C
felonies).
• Brad
Cathey,
21,
New
Providence Road. Hazel: Richard
Mount Payne, 34. of Broad Street,
Murray, and Dustin Lee Hayes. 24,
of Hale Road, Murray: one-count.
third-degree burglary, theft by
unlawful taking under $10,000; firstdegree criminal mischief (Class D
feloniesi
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the price of what's now overthe-counter medicine.
"This legislation is punishing
all Kentuckians for the crime,
of a few," Davis said.
Both testified Thursday M
Frankfort, where two bills are
pending aimed at restrictiny
access to pseudoephedrine.
key ingredient in meth.
The measures have substantial support in the legislaturt
despite strong opposition from
industry groups, including tht
Consumer Healthcare Product,
Association and the Kentuck)
Commerce
of
Chamber
Whether that support is sufficient to get them passed into
law is yet to be seen.
Republican state Senate
President David Williams and
Democratic House Speaker
Greg Stumbo testified alongside Rogers on behalf of the
legislation. Both said the.%
believe the measure wou.7,/ Jr)
up the supply of pseudoephedrine to meth makers.
Williams said abuse of pseudoephedrine "has reached the
point that it does more harm
than good." Police found more
than 1,100 meth labs in
Kentucky last year.
"Without access to pseu
doephedrine. the manufacturiny
will cease," Williams said.

II Rand Paul...
From Front
on the issue of slavery should
also be remembered as heroes
relatisa.
Clay's
including
Cassius Clay.
He said current issues aren't
on the same level as slavery but
that compromise as it applies to
the federal financial situation
should be about where to cut
spending and not where to raise
taxes.

Brockman enters
DUI plea, fined
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray State University
former
quarterback
and
Calloway County High School
standout Casey Brockman
pleaded guilty in Calloway'
District Court Thursday morning to a charge of driving under
the influence of drugs or alcohol under age 21. stemming
from an incident on Nov. 211
2010.
Brockman, 20, was initial!)
scheduled for a suppression
hearing before Judge Randy
but
Thursday.
Hutchens
waived a probable cause hearing and pleaded guilty to the
charge accompanied by his
counsel. Gary Haverstock. of
Murray.
Hutchens accepted the plea
and ordered Brockman to turn
over his driver's license to the
court for 30 days. He will also
have to attend traffic school
and was fined MOO. Including
court costs, Brockman was
required to pay $289.

Special to the Ledg
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By Meredith Lockha
MSU Public Relations
The Murray State Uni
Center for Economic Ed
and the Kentucky Com
Economic Education will
free workshop for the
Market Game"' for teac
grades four through 12.
This workshop will t
from 4-7 p.m.. 'Thursda
10, at the McCracken
School Board OM
Technology Center, 435
Road in Paducah. Dur
workshop, teachers wil
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Master Gardener Course
set for Spring 2011

Photo provided

Pictured is Effie Kemp with donations for the Christmas 2010 "Celebration of Giving."

First United Methodist
Church continues tradition
Special to the Ledger
The First United Methodist
Church of Murray continued
its Christmas tradition by
holding the "Celebration of
Giving." For the past several
years, each church member
donates a pair of new shoes
and a dozen cloth diapers at
the last Sunday service before
Christmas. The donations are
brought to the altar to be
blessed during the service

This year, the mission team shops at the free "stores." a
will distribute the donations to family portrait, noodles, poppeople of need in Nicaragua, corn and more. When approCentral America. The group priately prepared volunteers
from the Murray community are with the Christian team.
will spend a week. June 10-18, they give veterinary services.
in Cuapa. Nicaragua. spread- the full services of a beautician
ing the Gospel of Jesus Christ and door-to-door witnessing.
This year's mission team is
to approximately 4000 nonchurched people. They also currently forming. Interested
provide medical and dental individuals should contact
at
Kemp
care. Each family receives 10 Effie
pounds of beans and rice. ehkempOr wk.net.

bonds and mutual funds while
Take Stock in Kentucky
instructs students about companies in the state. Rankings of all
the teams are updated daily and
prizes are awarded to the top
teams.
During the workshop, participants will receive professional
development certificates, a light
supper and free resources for
their classrooms. Pre-registration is required online at
www.econ.org/pd or by e-mail
a
msu.econed4 murraystate.edu.
For more information, call
Barry Brown, director of MSU's
Center for Economic Education
at(270)809-4277.

III Programs...
From Front
to cut 51(10 billion from
Obama's request for domestic
agencies like the Department of
Education, for the budget year
that began in October. But since
the year is under way, they're so
far falling short, just $58 billion
under the plan released
Thursday. They promise to try to
fully impose the dramatic cuts
during what is sure to be a contentious budget debate this year.
The GOP promise was to
reduce spending for domestic
agencies whose budgets are set
by Congress each year back to
levels in place under the last
budget approved by former
President George W. Bush.
Under the original pledge. the
Pentagon could have been
awarded Obama's proposed 4
percent, $23 billion increase.
Instead, the military budget will
grow by significantly less when
the Appropriations Committee
unveils its proposed budget cap
later Thursday.
The $100 billion savings figure is measured against
ohama's budget request. but the
actual savings would be less
since Obama's budget boosts
were never approved and the
government is operating at 2010
levels. Instead, the savings from
domestic programs in making
the switch from 2010 to 2008
would be about $86 billion.
imposing cuts of 19 percent on
average.
And the savings from domestic programs in the year ending
'Sept. 30 would be even less
since Obama's budget boosts
were never approved and the

government is operating at 2010
levels. Republicans acknowledge they can achieve, at best.
$32 billion in saving by the
Sept. 30 end of the year once
small increases for the security
agencies — the Pentagon and
the departments of Homeland
Security and Veterans Affairs —
are factored in.
A stopgap spending bill passed
in December expires March 4.
Enacting a full-year funding bill
promises to be a difficult test of
the new balance of power in
Washington. Republicans control only the House. but
Democrats acknowledge that —
with the deficit on pace to hit
$1.5 trillion this year — some
spending cuts will have to be
made.
"We're not burying our heads
on the sand. We recognize that
we have to do something." said
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid, D-Nev.. Obama's most
powerful ally on Capitol Hill.
Republicans say some agencies like the FBI, the Indian
Health Service and NASA are
unlikely to be cut all the way
back to pre-Obama levels. But
that means other agencies, like
the Environmental Protection
Agency. would have to bear
even bigger cuts.
Returning to 2008 levels
would produce dramatic cuts for
many agencies: a 41 percent cut
for EPA clean water grants; an 8
percent cut to NASA, a 16 percent cut for the FBI and a 13
percent cut in the operating
budget of the national parks.
The hard-charging GOP freshman class — especially new-

Minnesota.
from
comers
Wisconsin. New York and New
Hampshire — may have some
second thoughts when confronted with big cuts looming to the
Low-Income Home Energy
Assistance Program, known as
LIHEAP, which provides home
heating subsidies to the poor.
Republicans in Texas. Florida
and Alabama — where NASA
facilities mean thousands ofjobs
— are sure to fight against cuts
to the space agency. NASA
could have to abandon the
International Space Station
because of the cuts, the White
House warns.
Lawmakers in both parties
from rural districts are likely to
resist what could be an almost
20 percent cut to a program that
subsidizes service by smaller
airlines to isolated cities and
towns like Scottsbluff. Neb.. and
Burlington. Iowa. Smaller subsidies or tighter rules would probably mean some communities
would lose service.

teering to teach others through
educational meetings. demonstrations and answenng questions.
To receive certification, participants may only miss I class.
They must pass a final test and.
as previously mentioned, perform community service hours
to become a Certified Master
Gardener. After completion.
master gardeners are required to
volunteer a minimum of 30
hours the first year and 15 hours
thereafter to continue their certification.
For more information, please
contact the Calloway (270-7531452), Marshall (270-5273285). or Graves (270-247Extension
2334) County
Offices.
Educational programs of the
Cooperative
Kentucky
Extension Service serve all people regardless of race, color.
age, sex, religion. disability, or
national origin.

Presenters selected for
Posters-at-the-Capitol event
Special to the Ledger

Stock Market Gamen4 workshop
available for area teachers
grant for three tree teams during
By Meredith Lockhart
the competition.
MSU Public Relations
In the Stock Market Game"'
The Murray State University
Center for Economic Education student teams receive a virtual
and the Kentucky Council on $100.000 to invest in stocks and
Economic Education will offer a mutual funds using a real-world
free workshop for the Stock Internet simulation. Teachers
Market Gamelm for teachers of have the flexibility of choosing
how much or how little class
grades four through 12.
This workshop will be held time to devote to the piogram.
from 4-7 p.m.. Thursday. Feb. Grade and subject-specific cur10, at the McCracken County riculum guides, lesson plans and
School Board Office — newsletters are provided for
Technology Center. 435 Berger classroom instruction and correRoad in Paducah. During the lated lessons are aligned to
workshop, teachers will learn Kentucky State Academic
how to teach math, social stud- Standards.
There are two Stock Market
ies and practical living content
applications that relate to real- Game'm options offered to
world investing. Those attend- teachers who attend. The 10ing the workshop will receive a week SMG focuses on stocks.

If you're designed to provide technical
in
training
the type of horticultural
person that exchange for volunteer hours
begins to that promote horticulture educathink about tion within the community.
gardening Participants will meet each
as soon as week, beginning March 4, on
the calendar Friday (except Good Friday) for
changes to a 13 weeks front 8:30am until
new year. noon. Class locations will rotate
Agriculture then you between Calloway. Graves and
News
be Marshall Counties. Registration
might
By
interested in for the class is $100 which covTodd Powell,
ers the cost of the materials and
COUrtie
Calloway Co
being a reference notebook. Class size
Extension Agent offered this will be limited to the first 3(1
for
spring by participants that register (10
Agriculture/Natural
e front each county).
h
t
Resources
Topics to be covered include:
Extension
Offices in Calloway. Graves and botany. soils and fertility, plant
Marshall Counties. It's called propagation, trees and their
Master Gardener and is an care, vegetable gardening, turf
intensive 13 week program that grass management, annual and
focuses on numerous topics perennial flowers, pests and pesrelated to gardening and horti- ticides, composting. organic
production, landscape design
culture.
Master Gardeners is an exten- and others. Master Gardeners
program use this information by volunsion-sponsored

Student presenters have been
selected for the 2011 Postersat-the-Capitol event, to be held
Feb. 10, at the state capitol in
Frankfort. Thirty-two students
from Murray State University
will be participating in the
event as it celebrates its 10th
anniversary this year.
Posters-at-the-Capitol is a
program where students from
each of Kentucky's eight public
universities and the Kentucky
Community and Technical
College Systems present the
results of research and scholarly a..tiv'ties they have conducted as part of their undergraduate experience before the state
State
legislature. Murray
University serves as coordinator of this program.

The work represents hundreds of hours of effort and faculty-mentored student scholarship. This event is an extraordinary opportunity for students to
present their success, as well as
a chance for those who fund
higher education in the
Comnionwealth to see firsthand
the importance of undergraduate research in Kentucky's
higher education system.
This year's chosen presenters
from MSU's colleges of business, education, humanities and
fine arts, science, engineering
and technology, and the school
of agriculture will be displaying their individual or group
projects.
The students are Mesa
Adams. Dylan Benningfield,
Susan Camp. Brianna Cassidy.

Scott Coleman, Michael Creed
Mahmoud Elsayed, Samanthi
Francisco
Laura
Erwin,
Matthew Hall, Robin Holland
Aron Huckaba, Karen Jones
Erin Keeney, Amber Kelly
Sudan Loganathan, Samandu
Mosby. Sarah Moss-Crisp
Kelsa Mueller. Trent Murdock
Brandon On, Richard Osban
Justin Parrish, Ben Paschall
John Michael Puckett, Robe,"
Stuard. Kristen Tinch, Kali(
Waniel
Vincent
Vowel!,
Thomas Werfel, Callie Wilsot
and Tanner Wyatt.
The public is welcome n
attend Posfers-al.Ail
More • infOrmation"abOln thc
program may be found °Min(
at:
campus.murraystate.edu/serv
ices/URSA/index.html.
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Reagan myths obscure
the `Gipper's' legacy

Obituaries
Larry Kennedy

Neva Doughty

1

Larry Kennedy. 56. of Puryear. Tenn.. died Thursday. Feb. 3,
2011. at St. Thomas Hospital in Nashville. Tenn. He is survived by
that hidden In
SIMI VALLEY. Calif. (API closest to hum
his wife. Patty Moody Kennedy of Puryear. Funeral services will be
percent remains a considerable
held Monday. Feb. 7. 2(111. at 1 p.m. at Puryear Baptist Church. - Ronald Reagan's name is
mystery."
Burial will billow in Olive Branch Cemetery. Visitation will be enshrined on an airport, an airPerhaps not surprising for a
Alberta Donelson
and
buckles
Paris.
belt
in
Home
carrier,
Funeral
craft
Ridgeway
at
n.m.
4-8
Sunday. Feb. 6. from
Alberta Donelson, 90. of Murray, died Wednesday. Feb. 2. 2011. Tenn.. and Monday. from 10 a.m, until funeral hour at Puryear highways. His likeness - with former actor. Reagan is often
remembered for his best line,:
at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Baptist Church. Arrangements are handled by Ridgeway Funeral that sunny smile- appears on
his warning
Born 1920 in Calloway County, she was a Home.
drink coasters, statues, talking -Trust, but verify,"
homemaker and a member of Sugar Creek Baptist
dolls and a Rose Bowl Parade about Soviet relations; "Our
enemy is no longer Red Coats,
Church.
float.
In addition to her parents. Elzie and Esther Jo Ann White Martin
Conservatives make the pil- but red ink" and other jeremiads
i•uneral set. IL-cs iso its Ann White Martin, 78.of Murray,former- grimage to his presidential about big go% ernment and
Holland Garland. she was preceded in death by her
I p.m. at library in Simi Valley, a show- spending: and references to the
husband. Euel Donelson: a son. Milton Donelson: ly of Memphis. Tenn.. will be Saturday. Feb. 5. 2011. at
officiat- case of all things Reagan. "shining city upon a hill," which
Dale
John
with
Home
Funeral
ller
Imes-Mi
and four brothers.
ing.
Presidential candidates debate recalls a 17th-century sermon.
She is survived by a son, Rex Doneison and
But Reagan is sometimes
Martin died Tuesday. Feb. 1.2011. at 7:45 p.m. there, hoping to be dubbed heir
wife. Pauletta of Murray: a brother. Johnny
, adopted for
home.
misunderstood
daughter's
her
at
Even
legacy.
Reagan
the
five
to
Mich.;
Park,
Hazel
of
Garland and wife, Liz
Allyne President
and
ideas
that don't doveEugene
or
parents.
her
causes
to
addition
In
Obama
Barack
sisters. Della Mae Wheatley and husband. Walter of
Donelson
tail neatly with his record in
White: she was preceded in death by her brother, invokes his name.
Paris. Tenn.. Myrtle Lou Willoughby of Murray.
Robert P. White: and her son. Peter L. Martin.
As the 100th anniversary of office.
Alice Lax and husband. Thomas, Rachel Moss and husband.
Reagan is seen as an apostle
is survived by her husband. David F. his birth approaches on Feb. 6,
She
Russell. all of New Concord, and Hilda Ann Kennedy and husband,
Martin: her daughter, Janet M. Martin of Murray: and a generation after he left the of lower taxes, but he supported
Joe of Florida: four grandchildren, and seven great-grandchildren.
her brother. Warren E. White and wife, Dottie of White House. the nation's 40th what was then the largest tax
Funeral services will be Saturday. Feb. 5. 2011, at II a.m. at
Houston. Texas. and their sons. Gene and Paul.
president is held in higher increase in California history
Martin
Imes-Miller Funeral Home with the Rev. James Ed Smith officiatExpressions of sympathy may be made to esteem now than when he was in when he served as governor.
ing. Interment will be at Fossett Cemetery.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital - Hospice House, 803 Poplar office. Still, the popular image from 1967 to 1975.
deals
with
Visitation will also be Saturday. from 9 a.m. until funeral hour at St.. Murray. KY.42071 or Lost But Loved Animal Rescue, P.O. Box of -The Gipper" - resolute.
Cutting
the funeral home. Online condolences may be made at 929. Murray. KY,42071.
square-shouldered, unfailingly Democratic leaders in Congress.
wwwimesmillercom. Arrangements are handled by Imes-Miller
Arrangements are handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
optimistic - overlooks a more he slashed and raised taxes durFuneral Home.
complicated presidency - and ing his White House days.
The debt held by the public
Rebecca M. Webber
person.
Rebecca M. Wchbet. 59, of Peoria. III., passed away at noon on
B011140 MANS
Do Americans, less than a climbed on his watch - from
Funeral services for Bonnie Mullins, 85, of Mayfield, will be Wednesday. Feb. 2. 2011. at Rosewood Care Center in East Peoria, decade after his death, have a $712 billion in 1980 to S2 trillion in 1988. and he never preclear idea of who he was?
held Saturday. Feb. 5, 2011. at 11 a.m. at Brown Funeral Home in 111.
to
Murray.
in
1921,
17.
follow
Aug.
on
sented a balanced budget to
born
will
Burial
Kevin
was
She
officiating.
historian
says
Shrader
Tim
"No,"
Mayfield with the Rev.
Congress during his eight year,
Milus and Edith Evans Hendrick. She first man ied Starr.
in Highland Park Cemetery.
John Mencin,Jr. in Denver. Colo., on Nov.4, 1942.
How did a former radio in office.
Visitation will be tonight. Friday, from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral
The president remembered
She later married Marvin Wytcherley on Feb. 28, announcer, middling actor and
home.
1948. He passed away on Dec. 27. 1951. On Aug. union leader in Hollywood for a massive military buildup
Fla.
Myers.
Fort
Mullins died Sunday afternoon. Jan. 30, 2011, in
abolishing
proposed
22, 1953, she married Howard Webber, who passed become a titanic figure in also
A member of the First Baptist Church in Mayfield. she was also a
nuclear weapons.
away on May 14. 1996.
history?
American
homemaker.
traditional.
for
Known
Surviving are two sons and one daughter, Bill
Even with his reputation as
In addition to her parents. W.M. and Onie Turner Pann, she was
Webber of Morton, Ill., Tony Sr., and the Great Communicator, "there Christian values, he was
(Sharon)
preceded in death by her husband. Edward N. Mullins.
Paula (Bob) Barlow of Banonville. Ill.; two remains something opaque. divorced and remarried and,
She is survived by two sons, Ed Mullins and wife. Carla of
beloved grandsons, Tony Jr. and Daniel Webber; something ... even mysterious in according to his son's book.
Junior
Webber
Litchfield. Ill., and Mike Mullins of Fort Myers; a brother.
received a D-grade in a college
one sister.(Janie)of Murray. She was preceded Ronald Reagan," Starr says.
and
Pann and wife, Linda of Sedalia: two brothers-in-law, John Mullins in death by three sisters.
This week the nation will cel- course on Christ's life.
three
Mayfield;
of
Wirnan
Robert
and
and wife. Joan of Murray,
He's often embraced by conShe worked as a Dental Assistant for several years, last working ebrate Reagan's life, with tribgranddaughters, Stephanie Mullins of St. Louis, Mo., Tina Acra of in Cardiology at OSF St. Francis Medical Center tor 29 years, utes from a video to be shown at servatives who want to see
Aledo. Texas, and Rhonda Anderson of Glen Carbon. Ill.; and four before retiring in 1992. She was a member of OSF Senior Saints and the Super Bowl in Dallas to a Social Secunty privatized. yet
great-grandchildren.
Golden Care.
Boys concert in Reagan blessed a 1982 Social
Beach
Arrangements are handled by Brown Funeral Home.
Becky love nothing more than being able to spend time in her California. Senators will pay Security commission's blueprint
yard and garden. which were her pride and joy for many years until tribute in floor speeches in for solvency that generated
Alzheimer's Disease took away her ability to do so. As her disease Washington. and Sarah Patin almost three decades of surplusprogressed, and Mom was no longer able to walk or communicate will address a banquet on Friday es.
Conservative bristle at provery well, there were still two things that made her smile - visits night in Reagan's honor in Santa
from Bill and Paula and watching the bird feeder that Bill put out- Barbara, near his beloved ranch. posals to provide amnesty for
side her window.
Long a Republican hero. millions of illegal immigrants.
She was a member of Sacred Heart Catholic Church where a Reagan was praised for his role but a 1986 law signed by
or
4IS of o
Investments Since 1854
Memorial Mass will be held at II a.m. on Saturday, Feb. 5, 2011. ending the Cold War, kick-start- Reagan established a one-year
with Franciscan Fathers officiating. There will be no visitation. She ing an ailing economy and coax- amnesty program for illegal
donated her body to medical science. Burial of ashes will be at St. ing Americans out of a collec- immigrants who'd been in the
.....935 - 0.05
HopFed Bank
Doe Jones Ind. Axg.-12.057.79 - 4.62
Mary's Cemetery in West Peoria at a later date.
tive funk. At turns revered on United States at least four years.
Memorial contributions may be made to Alzheimer's Foundation the right and reviled on the left An estimated 2.7 million people
163.84 + 031
.88.70+0.11
IBM
Air Products
or Passages Hospice.
in his 1980s heyday, Americans took advantage.
344.80 + 1.42
2131 - 0.06
Apple
Intel -....
and condolences may be submitted to www.wnghtand- now rank him among their most
Talk radio and cable TV are
Tributes
0.03
.27.95
035
AT&T. Inc..._...-.Kroger
thick with praise for Reagan. yet
salmon.com. Wright & Salmon Mortuary is in charge of arrange- admired presidents.
BOAT
22.94 -0.13
Mattel
ments.
But the Reagan myth can the president was a pragmatic
Bank of America -..---14.42 - 0.01
7316 + 0.03
McDonaldspolitician who compromised
This is a paid obituary.
obscure Reagan the man.
.2031 + 0.03
Briggs & Stratton
The president's 52-year-old with Democrats and counted
32.80 - 0.10
Merck
25.44 - 0.06
Bristol NI?ers Squibb
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe son, Ron. says he sometimes House Speaker Thomas "Tip"
27.65 + 0.01
Microsoft
99.29 + 0.36
Caterpillar
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and doesn't recognize the pop cul- O'Neill among his friends.
0.07
+
30.95
Penne
.
J.(
In some cases, "he didn't do
Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space. ture-version of his father, the
I. boron Texaco Corp 97.15 - 0.16
64.15 0.03
Pepsico. Inc.
up as a patriarch of exactly' what people are creditheld
man
1.35
71.32
Daimler Chrsler
19.15 - 002
Republican politics. And he ing him with, particularly on the
Pfizer. Inc
1038 + 0.03
Dean Foods
RS
MALL
PEDDLE
&
attempts to idolize his right," Reagan biographer Lou
thinks
ANTIQUE
0.02
+
.7.55
NEW
Regions Financial
83.48 + 0.04
Exxon-Mobil
father, known for his modesty. Cannon says.
+ 0.95
..--82.89
Corp
Holding
Sears
15.95 + 0.18
Ford Motor
Reagan was born Feb. 6.
miss the point.
35.70 - 0.33
Time Narner
20.65 0.10
"When we are electing presi- 1911, in tiny Tampico. 111., and
General Electric
27.30 - 0.17
S Bancorp .....
dents we are electing human attended Eureka College rough(ilaxoSmitliKline 4DR i7.8.0• 0.21
66.80 + 2.41
beings and all human beings ly 100 miles away. He worked in
NellPoint Inc
9338 + 0.81
(;oodrich
In Rural .king Shopping Plaza)
TV
•
have flaws,- Reagan tells The Iowa as a radio broadca,lDr.
Highland
.tfrkenzie,
11068
0.03
+
95
C4
Nal-Mart
Goodear fire & Rubber 12.80 + 035
before relocating to i
Associated Press.
In his recently published Angeles. where he began o
COME ' book, "My Father at 100," career in acting. A one-time
NEW VENDORS RECEIVE
Reagan describes his father as Democrat, he changed his regisCROW
"warm yet remote" and "easy to tration in 1962.
ZERO COMMISSION 1st MONTH
Financial Consultants (1.-13):
As Reagan's reputation grevt
Ron Arant Heath Scott
Booths: 8x7 - $42•8x8 - $50 • 8x-TO - S60 . WITH US! love yet hard to know."
"You may think you know in recent years, it has overshadCourt Square I Murray, KY 4207'
Smaller & Larger.Space Available
Ronald Reagan, or at least the owed troubled periods of his
270.753.3366 I 800.444.1854
90 percent or so that was so long presidency, including the Iran
OUR VENDORS OFFER: Antiques. Glassware, Distressed
and frequently on public dis- Contra arms scandal and the
Furniture. Army Surplus, Biker Leather. Dolls. Framed Art,
play," he writes. "However, fight over the "Star Wars" ml'
More!
Much
New Mattresses. Home Decor & So
even to those of us who were sile defense initiative.

Nc%a Doughty. 93. of Murray, died Thursday. Feb. 3. 2011. at
7:55 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Arrangements
are incomplete through J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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Doggie Day Spa and Pet ID
clinic to be Saturday

4-H announces theme of `love'for February

February is a time of showing
The Humane Society of Calloway County affection to those we cherish:
and Murray State University's Animal our theme for the 4-H program
Health Technology/Pre-veterinary Club will
this month
also
is
host the first Doggie Day Spa of the spring
love." We
semester Saturday, Feb. 5, from 9 a.m. to 2
love 4-H.
p.m. at Carmen Pavilion, located on College
We love the
Farm Road, directly across from Calloway
leaders that
County High School.
make it hapThe Humane Society will microchip dogs
pen in afterDatebook for $10 each, make custom pet ID tags on site
school
Sanci Teague, for $3 each, and photograph pets and add
Community
comthem to the free Lost Pet Photo Registry.
Extension clubs,
editor
munity
Murray State University animal health
Notes
clubs and
technology and pre-veterinary students will bathe dogs for $7
By
project
each, clean ears and trim nails for $4 or provide "the works,"
Ginny Harper
clubs. We
bath, ear cleaning and nail trim for $10.
Calloway
the
For more information, contact the Humane Society of
County Agent love
Calloway County at(270) 759-1884.
for 4-H/Youth families
Development that work
together in
Youth to have Super Bowl party
accomplish their
to
projects
All youth, ages 7 and up. are invited to attend a Super Bowl party
goals and help their children
at the Main Street Youth Center, 513 South 4 St., Murray, on
achieve more than they ever
Sunday, Feb. 6, beginning at 5 p.m. Admission is free and food will
imagine. We love the numerous
753-8336.
at
be provided. For more information, call the center
community members that make
events like Reality Store happen
New Beginnings meeting Saturday
for 7th and 10th graders in
The New Beginnings Support Group will meet Saturday at 6:30 Murray and Calloway County.
p.m. at Westside Baptist Church with Madea Erickson as speaker. A We love this community to live
potluck meal will be served. The public is invited. For more infor- and work in. All those uses of
"love" are not exactly the same
mation. call Ron or Linda Wright at 753-0156.
as the card companies are trying
to get you to buy for those in
meet
to
Friends
Music
Four Rivers
your life this month, but we did
the
in
Sunday
this
meet
will
Friends
The Four Rivers Music
want you to know about 4-H
Calloway County Public Library Annex. Anyone interested in learnlove this month too.
more
For
attend.
to
invited
is
music
to
listening
ing to play or enjoys
The following are upcoming
information, call Vel Burkeen at 753-6979.
4-H programs:
• 4-H Banquet will be Feb. 5.
U10 girls' tryouts to be held
at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist
The Revolution '01 U10 Girls select team will hold tryouts on Church Christian Activities
Monday. Feb. 7, from 3:30-5 p.m. Those interested should call Center. Mr. and Miss 4-H will
be selected and numerous 4-H
Doug Lawson at 753-9999. Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
youth will receive awards for
their achievements in the 4-H
Bea Walker Circle will meet
Program.
The Bea Walker Circle of First Baptist Church will meet Monday.
• A new 4-H Hunter Bow
Feb. 7. at 10 a.m. in the conference room, Rrn. 214.
Class will be starting on
Mondays from 5-6 p.m. at
Food allergy to meet Monday
Hinton Archery for 4-H Youth
The Food Allergy Support Group will meet Monday. Feb. 7, at 6 that have their own Hunting
p.m. in the Center for Health and Wellness. For information,contact Bows. All interested 4-H youth
Hope at(270) 226-0297 or kymomcookingallergyfree@gmail.com. are welcome to attend. This
month, they will meet February

Davis to hold book signing
The Calloway County Public Library will host an author meet and
greet and book signing with Susan Page Davis Monday. Feb. 7.
from 1:30-2:30 p.m. All are invited to attend.

Death of Parent support group will meet
The Death of a Parent support group will meet Monday night, Feb.
7, at 7 p.m. This group is for anyone who has lost a parent to death.
For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646 or
(270) 210-4173.

MWC board will meet Monday
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday. Feb. 7. at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Bobbie Weatherly,
president, urges all board members to attend.

Fire protection board will meet
The regular meeting of the Calloway County Fire Protection
District Board will be Monday. Feb. 7, at 6 p.m. at CCFR Fire
Station #1. 101 East Sycamore Ave.. Murray. The public is invited
to attend.

an grew
vershadof his
le Iranand the
mis-

Relay For Life begins event collection
As the Murray-Calloway County Relay For Life 2011 event nears.
the committee is beginning to collect auction items or baskets from
local businesses that wish to contribute to the live and silent auctions. All proceeds from the auctions benefit Relay For Life. Those
interesting in contributing an item or a basket, e-mail
4i d14207 I @gmail.com.

5K run/walk to be held

S

Community Options will host western Kentucky's first annual
Cupid's Chase 5K run/walk event on Saturday, Feb. 12, at the
at 8
Murray-Calloway County Central Park. Registration will begin
includes
$20,
which
is
fee
Entry
a.m.
9
at
a.m, and the race begins
by
T-shirt. All proceeds benefit local individuals supported
front
large
the
in
park
to
asked
are
Participants
Community Options.
Playhouse in
parking lot by the baseballs fields and to walk toward
is USATF
race
The
finish.
and
begin
will
the Park where the race
in place. All
certified and will have a computerized timing system
From there.
interested should visit www.comop.org/cupidschase.
print out a PDF verone can register online through active.com or
the 5K
sion of the application form and mail it in. Following
fee is $5). For more
run/walk will be the one mile fun run (entry
906-2161 or via einformation. contact Chelsey or Carla at (270)
ntOcomop.org.
chelsey.stegman
at
mail

the tain. Youth interested in Gillum are the leaders
7. 14.21 and 28.
• The North Fantastics will
• The Teen Club will meet learning about sheep. goats,
Feb. 23, afterschool until
meet
encouraged
cows
are
and
swine
Feb. 7. at 6 p.m. at the Extension
Office. All 8th-graders through to attend. The team will compete 4:30 p.m. Laken Falwell and
high school seniors welcome. in Livestock Skill-a-thon on Cathy Walker are the leaders.
and
Engineering
Science
Teen Retreat and Teen Summit Feb. 19.
of
theme
the
is
Technology
Feb.
for
set
is
Store
Reality
•
Vi
discussion.
for
are the topics
16 and 17 at the Curt-is Center afterichool 4-H club Programs
Wood is the leader.
• The 4-H Archery Team from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. for this year.
• Vet Science Club meets
shooting Genesis Bows will Community volunteers are in
Thursday, Feb. 24. at the
fourth
a
is
there
if
find
to
call
but
place
Range
Archery
Hinton
meet at
Extension Office from 4-5 p.m.
on Tuesdays. February I. 8. 15 place for you to help.
• Southwest Superstars will This month they will give well
and 22. from 4:45-6:15 p.m.
Youth do not have to own a bow meet at Southwest on the third dog checkups. learning to give
to participate. A parent needs to Thursday. Feb. 17. from after- injections and learning of necesaccompany children to all 4-H school until 4:30 p.m. Leaders sary care of pets. Dina Duncan
Shooting Sports events and are Judy Kelso and Amy and Janel Shelby are the leaders.
Call the Extension Office to find
practices. 4-H Shooting Sports Wiseman.
• 4-H Millennium Mutts Dog out more.
coaches will be there for instrucThe Calloway County 4-H
Club will meet Feb. 26, from 9tion and guidance.
• General Shooting Sports 10:30 a.tn. at the Extension Program is a part of the
Club meets on the second Office. Youth are to bring a University of Kentucky. College
Tuesday. Feb. 8, at the MSU Bill poster or picture of their favorite of Agriculture Cooperative
The
Service.
Cherry Exposition Center at 6 dog or dog breed to the meeting. Extension
p.m. All disciplines of Calloway Au exciting year in dogs is Calloway County 4-H Council
County 4-H Shooting Sports are ahead for those that attend. All receives funding from the
County
represented which are Archery. youth and parents interested in Murray-Calloway
proEducational
Way.
United
attend.
to
encouraged
are
dogs
Shotgun.
and
Rifle, Pistol
Kentucky
Parents are to accompany their Mary Hershey and Bobbi Kelso grams of the
children to meetings. Program are the leaders with help from Cooperative Extension Service
this month is a Wildlife Kathy Hodge and members of serve all people regardless of
Challenge with prizes: updates the Calloway County Humane race, color, age, sex, religion
disability or national origin.
Society.
from each discipline and more.
• Country 4-H Ham Project
• MMS 4th and 5th grade
Shamrocks meet in Sherri Group will meet Feb. 28. at the
Bazzell's room on the second Extension Office from 4-5:30
Monday. Feb. 14 until 4:15 p.m. p.m. to continue the work on the
Baby Registry
Demonstrations and science will basics of speech writing. The
be
will
Tour
Ham
Country
be the theme of meeting.
Angie & Joe Ashburn
• Geology and Geo-caching rescheduled since all are in
Stefani & Robert Billington
Club will meet on the second school on Feb. 21.
•The Dusty Spurs Horse Club
Vanessa Botarf & Coty Maxfield
Thursday. Feb. 10. from 3:304:45 p.m. All interested youth will meet at the horse show on
Ashlee & Tony Bullock
are encouraged to attend. The Saturday, Feb. 26 or Sunday.
observe.
to
month
this
27,
Feb.
Mandy & Kris Burnett
group will meet at the Extension
Office. Dr. Durwood Beatty is Call Connie Talent at 293-2349
& Tyler Coursey
Shaye
for exact times. All members
the leader.
Savana Coleman
• The 4-H Livestock Judging and interested individuals are
Team and Stockman's Club will encouraged to attend. Connie
Heather &Kyle Congdon
meet on the second and fourth Talent is the Certified Horse
Leader.
from
& Scott Faulkner
25,
Antonia
and
Fridays. Feb. II
• Murray Elementary Tiger
3:30-5:30 p.m. at the Animal
Ashley Hargrove & Jimmy Bynum
Health Technology Building Clovdrbud Club will meet on
school.
the
at
Tiffany Henson & Mason Milby
Classroom. Margaret Wisehart fourth Monday
and Shawn Harper will coach Donna Alexander and Shelly
Laryn Hignite & Patrick Atcher

'Shop and Share' to be Saturday
Special to the Ledger
First Lady Jane Beshear. is
sponsoring for the third year a
"Shop and Share" drive, in collaboration with the Kentucky
Domestic Violence Association
(KDVA).
In 2009. domestic violence
programs sheltered more than
4.100 people. "Shop and Share"
encourages Kentuckians to contribute much-needed resources
to domestic violence shelters.
which support victims and their
children.
The third annual "Shop and
Share Day." a one-day drive at
Kroger stores in Kentucky, to
provide domestic violence shelters with needed goods, will be
held Saturday. Feb. 5. from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Kroger in
Murray. Volunteers from the
Murray Woman's Club. Hazel
Woman's Club and Merryman

House will be on-site to encour- House. call 1800)585-2611. For
visit
information,
age shoppers to donate an extra more
ww.kdva.org.
item for victims of domestic
violence.
•
The KDVA was founded in
1981 and is a coalition ot
0464'
1(100
Theatres
Kentucky's 15 domestic vio1008 Chestnut St.
lence programs to provide mum NO CHECKS
al support, information, resource
SCHEDULE GOOD THHU FEB 10
•
Showtimes Before 6 pm
sharing and technical assistance:
on Saturday & Sunday only
to coordinate statewide services:
moviesinmurray corn
and to advocate collectively on
No Strings Attached
behalf of victims of domestic
R - 1:05 - 3-25 - 7.30 - 9.45
violence.
Domestic
Merryman House
The Rite
Crisis Center is one of the 15
P013. 1:35 - 4:00 - 7:00 -9.25
shelters in Kentucky. It serves
The Dilemma
Ballard. Calloway. Carlisle.
P013 - 1:15 - 9:50
Fulton. Graves, Hickman.
Country Strong
McCracken
and
Marshall
P613 - 3:35 - 7:20
Counties. Merryman House
Shelter is located in Paducah
SHOWT1MES BEFORE & PM
with Outreach Offices in
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY
Marshall.
Calloway.
3D
Sanctum
McCracken. Graves and Fulton
- 7:10 - 9:40
3:55
1:30
R
Counties. To reach Merryman

Items needed for pantr.),
Need Line has issued a new may be taken to the Need Line
list of items needed to replenish building at 638 South Fourth
the pantry for the clients. They St.. Murray. between 10 a.m.
are spinach, salmon, pancake and 4 p.m.. Monday through
mix, pancake syrup. instant oat- Friday. Need Line is an United
meal or cream of wheat; freez- Way Agency. For information.
er/cooler items needed are eggs. call 753-6333
fresh fruits and vegetables.
frozen meat: personal hygiene
and cleaning supplies needed
are dish liquid, toilet paper.
shampoo and toothpaste. baby.
diapers sizes 4 and 5: also large
brown paper bags. These items

60

The Roommate
P613 - 1:10 - 3:15-7:15-9:20
The Mechanic
- 1:40 - 3:45 - 7:05 - :10
The King's Speech
R- 12:55 - 3:20 - 6:50
The Green Hornet
P613 -9:15
Program Information Call 753-3314

Ashley Hood & Josh Holiday
Trista Hopkins & Darek Casper
Haley & Zach Howland
Rachel & John Hughes
Dawn & Chris Kunkel
Kelley &Greg Lassiter
Brittany & Ronnie Mardis
Allison & Clay McClanahan
Jessica & Casey Naber
Megan & Ian Norris
Jessica & Adam Nance
Chantel & Matthew Pillow
Rachel & Brian Rommes
Jessica & Craig Robinson
Sumer Taylor & Grant Page
Jessica Wilburn & Erick Young

• c
Alp -lot

Lod
Chtidren Chglim
OWNER:
Karen AlIhntten Cam
209 N. 12th St.• Murri

753-7534
0 ,•• •e,••••.•• ••.•*
▪ •• ••!•.•• •• ,•0

The Gallery
welcomes artist
Karen Mize Harper
to ourframing staff
Stop by to see
Karen's collection ofwhimsical
paintings including a special
Valentines collection.

t teen/ Wetturicier
The following is a reminder
of an event scheduled this weekend that was recently published
in the Murray Ledger .1 Times:
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
"Jack" Wager of Murray will
celebrate their 60th wedding
anniversary with a family dinner
Saturday. Feb. 5, 2011.

e-mail: communitynewsOmurrayledgencom

karrn is also availablefor

commissioned portraits

4327 Hwy. 441 North
Cell 1-270-227-7137 • Salon 1-270-753-9191

The Home of the Ultimate 111 Custom FriUMIng
301 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 759-1019

ft • Friday. I- ebruary
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 900 a m
Worship
Sat. 10,15 am
Sabbath School

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
1050 a in
Morning Worship
6:00 p in
Evening Worship

AMMAR
ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Mayfield Highaa). Benton. El 42112)
2711-52:-$002
1000 a in
Service
Feast Day Sen ices contact the Rector 2.52.3389

MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
930 a.ni
Sunday School
11.00 a.m
Worship
NEW MT. t'ARMEE MISSIONARY
11:00 an:
Morning Worship
6:00 p Tr.
Evening Worship

APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLD. HOME FELLOWSHIP
IDA)a.m.
Sunda',
6:45 p.rn.
Tuesday
645 pm
Thursday

NORTHSIDE
10:00 a.0,
Morning Worship
6:00 p
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 an
Sunday School
11 a.m. &6pn.
Worship

ASSEMBLIES or MOB
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10,30 a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship 6-00 p.m.
7,00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study

OAK GROVE
10 a
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6:30 p
Worship
Wed. Bible Study &Youth 6:30 p

BAPTIST

OWEhiS CHAPEL
10,00 ac.
Sunday School
11:00 an:
Preaching
5,30 p.m
Prayer Service
6:00 p
Church

BLOOD RIVER
11 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 pm
Worship
Evening
CHERRY CORNER

POPLAR SPRING
10 a is
Sunday School
N'orship 845 a m & 11 a.m. & 6 p 0,

10 ens
11 a.m di 6 pm

a)•pSchool
dh
Jionrs
,
w,
S

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
10 a m
Sunday Service
6 30 p m
Wednesday classes

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10700 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Sunday Worship
6:30 p.m.
Wed Night Bible Study

It Is Easy To Criticize

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7:00 p.m
Thursday Night
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
700 p.m.
Sunday Evening

PALESTINE UNITED
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship

Offering constructive criticism to
others can be beneficial, but only
if the other person is receptive to
our comments. In teaching situations or during on-the-job training, constructive criticism is usually necessary to instruct and
help a person develop a trade or
vocation. However, correcting
someone, even in a kind or skillful manner, can be very challenging, since we are never sure how
the individual may react. Many
friendships and families have
been destroyed because someone
has been overly critical of another person's words or actions. Knowing when we should
offer our comments can also be difficult, and we should
be fairly certain that our comments are truthful and necessary. It often seems so easy to criticize others because
we mistakenly believe that we are without fault or are
such experts on most everything. The Bible tells us that
we look at the speck in our brother's eye, but we pay no
attention to the log in our own (Luke 6:41). Faultfinding
arid being overly critical of others, especially behind
their backs, are wrong and can become habit-forming.
However, kind words are good for the soul and help to
build a person up.

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m
Sunday
7 p.m.
Wednesday

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
20 i
lot Sunda:.
2
3rd Sunday

ADVENTISTS

COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
945 a.m
Sunday School
II:00 a.m
Morning Seniors
6.00 p.m
Evening Services

SALEM BAPTIST
930 a 5,
Sunday School
10,30 a.m. & 6 p m
Worship
700 p m
Study
Bible
Wed Night

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
630 p.m.
Wednesday Service
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
9.00 m
i
a;School
dh
v,.orirs
Su
16 00 am & 6.00 p.m
500 p m.
Discipleship Training
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
1000 am
Sunday School
11:00 am
Morning Worship
6:00 pm
Afternoon Worship
Wed. Bible Study & Youth 7-00 pm
FAITH BAPTIST
p
600 a:.
11:
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening
rn
SPRINGS BAPTrf
Schoolli):00I
FERGUSON
Sunday
p irm
00%
7:00
1100 a.m & 6
Worship
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTIST
945 a.m
Sunday School
Worship 830& 1100 a.m & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:45 p.m
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Schis.1
10745 a.m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTV/OOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m_
Morning Worship
7pm
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
800.915 & 10,30 a.m
Worship
Sun. Schools 800. 9.15 & 10,30 a m
: pm
600
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Wed nheispday Worship
vi
.
HAZEL BAPTIST
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
1030 a.m. & 6.30 p.m
5:30 p.m.
Church Training
7:00 nm.
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
1000 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Service 11:00 a m. & 6 p.m
7-00 p.m
Wednesday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11:00 am
Morning Worship
5.30-7:30 p.m
Awana
5:45 p.m
Training Colon
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship

SCOTTS GROVE
10:00 a re.
Sunday School
11:00 an:
Worship Service
6:00 p 0,
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p n,
AWANA Ministry
Wednesday Night 6,30 p.m.-8 p
SINKING SPRING
10 a 0
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p n.
Worship
7 p r•
Wednesday
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a n.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 6,30 p
Worship
7 p n,
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
900 a
Sunday School
10 a.n,
Worship Services
6 p.m
Discipleship Training
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

SUGAR CREEK
10a m
Sunday School
11 a in & 6 p m
Worships
7 p in
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
TOO p.m
Wednesday Evening
6:00 p.m
Sunday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Schisil
1030 a.m. & 6 p m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. &6 pm.
Worship
Wednesday7 p.m
VICTORY 11APTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p m.
Wednesday

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4,00 p.m
Saturday Mass
10:30 a.m
Sunday Mass
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
6-00 p m
Saturday Mass
8.00 p m
Saturday Spanish Mass
8 a.m. & 11 am
Sunday Masses

CHRISTIAN
AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
10 a.m
Bible Study Sunday
7 p.m
Bible Study Wednesday

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday Schiail
11 a m. & 600 p.m
Preaching
7,00 p.m
Wednesday Night

LicirniousE BAPTIST CHURCH

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES

LOCUST GROVE
10,00 a m
Sunday School
11 am & 6 p.m
Morning Worship
7 00 p.m
Wednesday Worship

Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3 psi
7 30 !II
2nd Wed ne-d.i,

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a m
Bible School
950 a.m
Morning Worship
00 p m
6
Evening Worship

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
930 a.m.
Bible School
1130 a m & 7 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
WOO a m
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Preaching

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 1030 a in &fipm
7 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
11,00 a.m
Morning Service

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11 00 am
Sunday Morning
6:4)1 pus
Wednesday Evening

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
930 a.m.
Public Talk
10.30 a.m
Watchtower SI

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9:00 a.m
Bible Study
lft30 a m
Worship

111L•wwmassim
••••‘
........•
BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
6,00 p.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night

SECOND STREET
10.45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
lot & 3rd Sun Night

GLLNDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 3.M., 9 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
10:15 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study

DEXTER
9,30 a.m
Sunday School
10 30 a m & 600 p m
Worship
7:00 p.m
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10 a ni
Bible Study
11 am
Morning Worship
5 p ni
Evening Worship
7 p rn
Wednesday Worship

COLDWATER
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship

UNION GROVE
1000 a m
Sunday Bible Class
1050 am
Morning Worship
6-00 p.m
Sunday Night
7:00 p m
Wednesday Night

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a.m.
Worship Service
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School

UNIVERSITY
9-00 a.m.
Bible Classes
10.00 a.m & 5700 p.m.
Worship

GREEN PLAIN
1000 a.m
Bible Study
10:45 a m
Morning Service
6.00 p m
Evening Worship
7.01) p in
Wednesday Worship

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
1100 a m
Worship

WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9(4) a in
Bible Study
9.50 a m
Morning Worship
6-00 p m
Evening Woi ship
7.00 p m
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9-00 a m
Sunday Bible Class
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Sunday Night
7:00 p m
Wednesday Night

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
845 & 11 a.m.
Worship
Sunday School
9 50 a.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPFA.
9:00 a.m.
Morning
6.00 p.m.
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

GCLSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
WOO min
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 a m
Sacrament Meeting
11 - 10 a m
Sunday School
12-10 pm
RS/Priesthoud

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship
1100 a.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study
6,30 p.m

unscirai

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11,00 am
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10-00 a no
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10:30 a m
Worship
9:00 am
Sunday School
12-00 p.m
Tuesday

NEW CONCORD
9,50 a.m & 6 p.m
Worship
9 a.m
Bible Classes
7 p.m
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
am
900
Bible Study.
1000 a ni & 600 pm
Worship
700 pm
Wed Bible Study

KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Morning Worship
11 .00 a m

IHOEPEIMENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1030 a.m
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School MOO a.m.

LYNN GROVE
Sunday Schraol
9 00 a m
Morning Worship
9-30 a ni
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9 00 a m
10 30 a m
Sunday School

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10 00 a m
Worship
Wednesday - Home Groups 64(0 p

PLEASANT VALLEY
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
6.00 p m
Evening Worship

PENTECOSTAL

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 min
Sunday School
11,00 a m
Worship Service
5,00 p m
Sunday Night
700 p no
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10100 a.m
-,Inday School
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m
Worship
Wed Evening & Youth Service 700 p0:
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHIT('I-1
Itioo 0,
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p0.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 ain
Worship
7 00 p no
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
10-00 a in,
Sunday School
11 am & 7 pm
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m
Saturday Evening
10:30 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School & Worship
6p m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday

r

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
1000 a 11.
Sunday School
11 -00-7:30 p.m
Worship Service

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10:45 a in
Worship

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11-000 m
Worship Service

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
1000 a 0,
Sunday School
Worship
11-00 a m

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10-00 a no
Worship Service
11 am &6pm

UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 a
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m

CA1LOWAY MONUMENT CO.

CONIPAINY

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.

Office Technology Specialists
1:•-•

he

100 N. 5th St. • Murray, KY 42071
753-3500 • www.mckinneyins.com

Ii

t

teli?)ate

-Retiree.. Co......ty

905 (-lendale
(270)759-1555

a
•Lce
1,1- 12(1-1

1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North

Ai

CHRYSLER•DODGE•JEEP
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448
wwwcains net

I

lis"6"6ER & NEs
1270) 753-1916 • www.murray ledger.eoir.

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

1707 M. Main • N1

Mayfield, Ky.

v
Cain's!t,

SINCE 1944

Ruildsng Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

(
1017

Parker Ford
Discount
Lineoln•Mercury

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

with Church
Bulletin

I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13

• 270-753-1%2

1FITTS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.

All day pr:
prayer to t

lamest Land Mir
"24 Hours of Prais
beginning tonight.
with a "Praise and I
5. at 7 p.m. There •
praise by groups an
periods when thos4
prayer and praise w
Prayer in Kansas Ci
praise and worship
Everyone is invit
welcome to attend t

Speat

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
1050 a.m. & 6 p m
7 p rt;
Wednesday Worship

Special thanks to the merchants who make this page possible.

9

Various
church
released information
their worship servii
coming weekend as
Pleasan
North
Cumberland Pr:
Rev. Charles WestI
will speak at the II a
service. Sunday Sch
at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring II
Butler, pastor. will
II a.m. and 6 p.m. w
ices. Sunday Schott
10 a.m. Wednesday
7 p.m. For a ride.
or 753-4896.
Glendale Road
Christ: Jason Reed
about "The Church
Hebrews I- with so
Hebrews 11:1-6 at
worship service and
minister, will sp
"Murray is not

NEW CONCORD
10 a m
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed 7 p

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice

mcKININEY

Church Bull

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10-04)0 m
Sunday School
II 00 a m & 6:00 p m
Church
7 00 p m
Wednesday

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10-00 a m
Sunday School
Worship Service
11:00 a.m

CIRCE WENS MIST
SY WWI BAY SMITS

KIMSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10-50 a.m
Morning Worship
7-00 p.m.
Worship
Evening
Sunday & Wednesdays

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 am.
Sunday School
10.45 a m
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I miles we, 1.1 Lynn 1,:rose
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship
7730 p.m.
Evening Service

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10,00 a in.
Morning Worship
1015 am
Sunday School
11:00 a in
Worship

-R.S.V. Proverbs 12:15

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9,30 a.m
Sunday School
10:15 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed Bible Study

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:30 a m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
7:00 p.m.
Study
Bible
Night
Wed

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
1030 a in
Sundays
700 p m
Wednesdays

The way of a fool is right in his own eyes,
But a wise man listens to advice.

9:30 a.11i
11 an:

FIRST CHRISTIAN
9-00 a.m
Celebration Service
945 a ni
Sunday School
10:45 a m
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELIDITSHIP
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Church Bulletins
South Pleasant Grove: Rev. Lord.- Mark Dycus is the minis- and the Praise Team. Assisting
Eugene Nichols. pastor, will ter of music with Donnie at II a.m. will be the Rev. Bob
speak about "Let Down Your Hendrix. organist, Judith Hill, Saywell and acolytes, McKenna
Nets" with scripture from Luke pianist. Julie Warner, Dianne Price and Sydney Reid. Acolyte
5:1-11 at the 10:45 a.m. worship Miller and Will Brooks instru- parent is Karin Price. Susan
service. Greeters will be Glenda mentalists. In celebration of Boy Blackford is Praise Team direcJoseph tor, Dr. Pam Wurgler is Chancel
Sunday,
Hill and Jo Erwin. Acolytes will Scout
Tetrev Choir director and Joan Bowker
Holland
and
Villeneuve
Alex
and
Wilson
be Harmon
Paschall. Michelle Osborne will will be worship leaders: Rob is organist. Sunday School will
keep the Nursery. Lana Jennings Clause and Doug Van der be at 9:50 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
will have Children's Time. Molen, communion elders;
Tory Martin Severns, pastor, will
Robinson,
Corinna Stalls will have David
Children's Church. Choir special Daughrity, Leah Hart, Patsy speak at the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
will feature Nancy Phillips and King and Nancy Manning, dia- and 6 p.m. worship services.
Traci Wells. Sunday School will conate. Tom Seipel will give the Kathy Thweatt will provide spebe at 9:45 a.m. Choir practice children's message. Sunday cial music. Ron James will give
will be at 5 p.m. to begin work School for all ages is at 9:45 the Sunday School report. Joe
Dale Curd is Deacon of the
on special music for Easter. a.m.
Week and Jeff Butterworth is
Sammy
Bro.
Baptist:
Grace
Youth will meet Wednesday
from 5:30-7 p.m. Three classes Cunningham. pastor, will speak Yoke Fellow. Sunday School
are offered and range from ages at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. will be at 9:40 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro,
3-18. Jean Edwards will be in worship services. Testimony in
Denham, pastor, will speak
John
Alli
by
provided
be
will
music
charge of the meal from 5:30-6
Nance as the early hour and by about "Givers and Takers- with
p.m.
Goshen United Methodist: Allen Flood at the evening hour. scripture from Acts 20: 25-35 at
Rev. H.B. Fields. pastor, will Eddie Moms will provide the the 11 a.m. worship service. The
speak at the 9 a.m. worship serv- Children's Sermon. Henry regular monthly business meetice. Jesse Lewis will serve as the Nance is music director with ing will be held at the beginning
pastor's assistant for February. Oneida White. pianist: Sherry of the 6 p.m. service, followed
Greeters will be Cheyenne Fortner, organist; and Kathy by Bro. Denham speaking about
Chaney and Jesse Lewis. Garrison. assistant pianist. "God Is Good- with scripture
Acolytes will be Emily Brunn Assisting will be David from Isaiah 26:11-19. Kevin
and groups may join for any segment of time.
Chaney. Emerson, Bobby Hopkins and Crawford is music director with
Cheyenne
Harvest Land Ministries International is located and
direct- Charles Craig, greeters: and Mary Davis, Emma Dean
be
will
church
Children's
at 1714 Plainview Drive. Murray. at the corner of
Brian Clayton and Glenda Rowlett,
Kimbro.
choir Jimmy
The
Sexton.
Tina
by
ed
Plainview Dr. and Doran Road. For more informaHarvest Land Nlinistries International will host
David Brown, Tim musicians. The Praise and
McCuiston.
Sexton
Tina
by
directed
be
will
pasat
tion, contact Pastor Michael Richardson
"24 Hours of Praise and Prayer- this weekend
with Pat Brunn. Renee Doyle, Beane and Ricky Tabers. ushers. Worship Team will lead in spetormichaelhlmi gmail.com or(270) 293-5687.
ending
and
p.m.
9
at
Friday.
tonight.
beginning
Carla Halkias or Ken Claud as Sunday School will be at 9:30 cial music. Choir practice will
follow the 6 p.m. service.
with a "Praise and Prayer- service Saturday. Feb.
accompanists. Following wor- a.m.
5. at 7 pin. There will be a combination of live
Westside Baptist: Bro. Glynn Sunday School is at 10 a.m. with
ship. the congregation is invited
praise by groups and individuals as well as time
to the family fellowship center. On, pastor. will speak about Dave Maupin, assistant Sunday
Spring Creek Baptist Church invites the public Sunday school will be at 10:15 "What About Satan?" with School director. Awanas will
periods when those in attendance will join in
prayer and praise with the International House of to hear Eric Horner. Christian country music artist, a.m. with Tim Chaney. superin- scripture from Ephesians 6:10- meet Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
First Baptist: Pastor Sam
Prayer in Kansas City, Mo.. or praying with other in concert Sunday. Feb. 6, at 6 p.m. at the church. tendent. The Sunday night Bible /2 and / Peter 5:5-11 at the
located off Airport Road. From 121 North. take study for Goshen and Kirksey 10:30 a.m. worship service and Rainer will speak about "The
praise and worship music.
Everyone is invited and all denominations are Airport Road north to Wrather Road east and then churches will meet at Goshen at about "Jabez: The Prayer of a Church and Culture" at the 8:30
Winner" with scripture from 1 and II a.m. worship services.
welcome to attend this time of prayer. Individuals Spring Road north.
5 p.m.
4:9-10 at the 6 p.m. The Baptism of Candi Oldfield
Chronicles
University Church of Christ:
Charley Bazzell, ministe, will worship service. Special music will be at the early hour. At 5
speak about "Remembering at the early hour will be by Mike p.m. a church-wide Super Bowl
Who We Are and Why We Are Crook, minister of music, and party and chili cook-off will be
return.
never
and
Here" with scripture from I by April Alexander at the in the Welcome Center. Sunday
Question: everything we think. To do so leave offended
will be at 9:45 a.m.
do probably means that we care According to the Proverbs, "A Peter 2:9,10 at the 10 a.m. wor- evening hour. Scott Douglas is School
Why
Grove: Bro. Ryker
Locust
Penny
and
students
to
minister
"The
wrath.
about
away
and
service
turns
ship
people get more about our own opinions gentle answer
pastor, will speak about
upset when than about being helpful to oth- but a harsh word stirs up anger" Parables of Jesus: A Father and Perkins is interim children's Wilson,
His Two Sons" with scripture minister. Deacons of the week "Hero: Rescue- with scripture
I tell them ers. A wise and knowledgeable (Proverb. 15:1).
Finally, even gracious and from Matthew 21:28-32 at the 5 are Danny Richerson and Justin from Mark 5 at the 11 a.m. worperson "uses words with
what
about "Get In
If restraint.- because "even a fool thoughtful words spoken with p.m. worship service. Danny Franklin. Sunday School will be ship service and
think?
from
scripture
with
Game"
the
they didn't is thought wise if he keeps kindness are not always Claiborne is worship leader and at 9:30 a.m.
the 4 p.m.
at
12:1-2
Hebrews.
Rev.
Methodist:
United
First
at
of
preside
people
will
The
Hawkins
well.
Roy
received
holds
he
if
want me to silent, and discerning
Bowl Service.
his tongue- (Proverbs 17:27- Nazareth "spoke well" of Jesus The Lord's Table. Also assisting Richard Smith. pastor. will special Super
What Would speak truthChildren's Choir will
and
Adult
"With
about
speak
Dave
graand
Randolph
the
at
Paul
amazed
be
will
"were
and
fully, ss hy 28).
music. "He Is
Jesus Do? ask me?
Above all, we must learn the cious words that came from his Foley, Children's Bible Hour for Thanksgiving and Special bring special
By Richard
Alice Lord will have a
Exalted."
scripture
with
Remembrance"
few
a
a.m.
10
at
But
be
will
2-9
ages
4:22).
(Luke
lipsthe
"speaking
of
importance
Answer: 1
Youngblood.
Jere Hendrick will
)ou truth in love-(Ephesians 4:15). verses later we are told that they Sunday School for all ages will from Philippians 1:1-11 at the piano solo.
hope
Minister of
Kid's Corner. Adult and
have
a.m.
11
and
Light
Early
8:45
and
said
he
a.m.
what
at
9
at
furious
be
were
admonbeen
have
Christians
will not get
University
First Christian Church: Rev. worship services. Assisting at youth study and children's choir
upset if I tell ished to "Let your conversation attempted to kill him (Luke
Church of
we
before
However,
Ruth Ragovin. senior minis- the early hour will be the Rev. will meet Wednesday at 6:30
Dr.
4:28-29).
seagrace.
of
full
always
Christ
be
that
you
being
for
others
ter, will speak about "Would Bob Saywell. Amanda Lough p.m.
those people soned with salt, so that you may rush to blame
we
say,
we
what
by
You Like a Piece of Humble
offended
everyoneanswer
to
how
know
your
for
will probabl) not ask
Co/ossiatis 4:6). Foods that arc need to check our own way of Pic?" with scripture from Micah
opinion again. Some people are
too sensitive and too easily properly seasoned taste better expressing ourselves. I may not 6:1-8 at the 9 a.m. Celebration
10:45 a.m.
offended, but others of us can be and are easier to swallow. Our be able to change the other per- Service and
The
own
my
Service.
change
Traditional
can
son.
I
but
upset
get
not
usually
will
to
friends
quick
too
too insensitive and
Celebration Band with Tom
speak our minds. Often the at words seasoned with grace manner of speaking.
ISend questions or comments Seipel, Tori Daughrity. Monte
problem is not "what" we say even if they do not like them.
will
but "how- we say it. Jesus However, words seasoned with to University Church of Christ. Fisher and Devin Bannister
a.m..
10:45
42071
At
KY
a.m.
9
Murray,
at
801
1201,
perform
N.
judgand
sarcastic
harsh,
loud,
reflect
to
us
would encourage
not only on what the Bible says mental tones often prevent the or phone 270-753-1881. This the Chancel Choir will bring
the special music. "Here I Am.
about speaking truthfully. but intended truth from being heard. article is reproduced on
also about the manner in which Even friends are more likely to web: wwst:nchrist.org
we address one another.
Speaking truthful!) is important. -An honest :111l'el is like a
kiss on the lips.- said the v.ise
man (Proverb.' 24:26). In a
prayer of repentance for sin.
King David said. "Surely you
desire truth in the inner parts(Psahn 51:6). Although hearing
honest words can he painful
(Job 6:24): we should prefer
honest, life-giving words of
truth over flattery or deceitful,
lying words. Because truth
brings life and dishonest) brings
death, the wise man explained.
"The tongue has the power of
life and death- (Prover/ii
18:21). But we do have ever)
-4
right to ask. "Have I no%
become your enemy by telling
you the truth" (Galatians

Various
hose
churche
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
North
Grove
Pleasant
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westiall. pastor,
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship
service. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist: Carl
Butler, pastor. will speak at the
II a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. Wednesday service is at
7 p.m. For a ride. call 753-6416
or 753-4896.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: Jason Reed will speak
about "The Church of Christ in
Hebrews 1" with scripture from
Hebrews 11:1-6 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and Jason Hart.
minister, will speak about
"Murray is not like Heaven"

with
2
from
scripture
Corinthians 4:16-18 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Assisting
will be Todd Walker, associate
minister, Garry Evans. involvement minister. Nick Hutchens.
youth minister, and Vernon
Gantt, Grundy Falwell. Mark
Pugh, Dwaine Rogers. Andrew
Falwell, Phil Morris. Fred
Douglas, Jacob Falwell and
Grant Riley. A short worship
service will be at 5 a.m. and
Church School at 10 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Pastor
Brad Burns will speak about
"Eleven for '11 - Great Lives
Edition - Job" at the 10 a.m.
worship service and about
"Comparing World Religions"
at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Jeremy Jenkins is student pastor
and music is led by Randy
McClure and Danny McGrew.
At the early hour. children (pre-

K-6th grade) are dismissed to
"Worship Kidstyle" in the
Fellowship Hall where highenergy music, fun activities, and
age-appropriate Bible lessons
help kids enjoy church and learn
about Jesus. Sunday School for
all ages will be at 9 a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev.
Sharon Murray will speak about
"Sweet Milk" with scripture
from Matthew 5:13-20 at the
10:45 a.m. worship service.
Todd Wright will be liturgist.
Assisting will be Marcie
Johnson, Gordon Loberger,
Donald Fleming and Shirley
Latto, ushers. and Lisa Polivick,
Cindy Barnett, Anne Adams,
George Kipphut, Harry Conley
and Gary Ostlund, communion.
Todd Hill is choir director and
organist and Kala Hill is accompanist. Sunday School will be at
9 a.m.

In our

CHURCHES

All day praise and
prayer to be held

Spring Creek to
hold concert

Speaking truth in love
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At the same time. we need io
understand that there is a difference between essential truth that
brings life and our imn truthful
opinions. "When words are
many, sin is not absent." the
Proverbs tell us. "but he who
holds his tongue is wise... The
lips of the righteous nourish
many, but fools die for lad: of
judgment'. (Proverbs 10:19,
21). Thus, being truthful does
not mean we musi aka). sa)

A TEEN'S BRAIN IS REWIRING AND DEVELOPING- UNTIL
THEIR MW 205. UNTIL THEN, THEY'RE GOING TO TRY NEW
THINGS, TEST BOUNDARIES, ANP DRIVE YOU CRAZY
;i WHEN IT COMES TO ALCOHOL, BE CLEAR,OE FIKM,
fn CONSISTENT BE THE WALL — BECAUSE THEY NEED
YOU NOW MORE THAN EVER.
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Advertisers are requested to check
the test insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger 8 Times will be
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or Natasha Hutson
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris
p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
a.m.-5:00
8:00
-Friday
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday
Legal
Notice
Invitation to Biel
The Murray Police Department will receive sealed
bids for a Ford Police Interceptor vehicle Bids are
to be marked 'Police Vehicles and delivered to the
City Clerk s office by 2 00 pm local time on Tuesday
February 8. 2011, where they will be opened and
read aloud Specifications are available at the Cu,
Clerk's office located at lee North 5th St Murray.
KY 42071 The City of Murray reserves the right
to waive informalities and to reject any and all bid,
NOTICE
Accepting Bids For Financial Audit Murray Electric
System is currently accepting bids for the audit of
financial satements for a term of 5 years beginning
June 30, 2(111 To recieve a copy of the RFP please
contact the financial manager at Murray Electric
System at 401 Olive Street.Murray. Kentucky or at
1270)753-5312 Murray Electric System will be
accepting bids through 300 pm on Friday. March
11, 2011 at their office located at 401 Olive Street.
Murray, Kentucky

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
CUSTOM BEEF
Pasute Raised
Grain Fed
No Growth Hormones
No Antibiotics
By the Quarter
Cut to your
specifications
STUBBLEFILED
FARM
Murray, KY
853-0528
lestubbekapex.net
Faye S Custom
Embroidery &
Screen Printing
1604 Hwy 12'
Bypass Murray
.(270)753-7743
.rrav
re'
BUILDING
STEEL
WINTER
2010
CLOSEOUTS, SAVE
THOUSANDS ,
CANCELED ORDERS,
30X40
REPO'S
16X24. 20X30. OTHERS LIMITED SUPPLY SELLING FOR
OWED.
BALANCE
DISADDITIONAL
PROGRAM
PLAY
8b6-352SAVINGS
0469
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

lost and Found

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

APPLICATIONS being
accepted for electrical
and
Journeymen
apprentices. data and
security tech Sena
resume to PO Box
1040-A, Murray. KY
42071
COOK apply in person
at Stop Light Cafe in
Puryeur

CURRENTLY seeking
experienced
an
Advisor
Service
Requiring experience
in the automotive field
tor scheduling, data
entry and
manageinventory
career
ment. Great
opportunity, outstanding co-workers and
hard working environApplicants
ment.
should be self-motivated. ambitious. goat oriented, result driven and
eager to provide great
service.
customer
Send resumes to 701
KY
Murray.
Main St.
42071

DISCLAIMER
When acsessinc the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
inurray ledger cont.
you will be undirected
to lobnetwork CUT
By default.
Murray and local mh
listing, will appear on
this websiie
However. as a national
sseffsite. INN all listing,
on the totinetwork 4.0111
ale placed iluough
the Murray Ledge'
& Tunes Pleaw saIl
us 11 you haye any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
Lake area convenience
store. Must be mature.
reliable, honest, flexible. great with customers and willing to
work weekends Part
time to start possible
full time. Exp helpful
279-293-9284
Call
Part time book keeper.
collecting plus deposit
agent, Manager of
rental property. Must
be familliar with computer program similar
Light
to Quicken
house keeping. shopping. and occasional
Must
abt cleaning
have reliable transportation. Starting pay
plus
gas
$8 00/hr
allowance
(270)752-0201

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to
P0 BOx 363
Murray. KY
4?e-1 •
SLEEP Central in
Murray. KY is seeking
Care
Patient
Coordinators to loin our
team Computer skills
are a must Please
send resume to Sleep
Central 104 Max Hurt
KY
Murray.
Drive
e-mail
or
42071
Cheryl pierce tl rotech
corn

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Peadline for
photos 6- lo
Wednesday,
at 51

VISA
Mail information, paym
and phone

7777 777

060

060

060

060

010

PO. Box 1040. .Murra)
the office at IOW Ii

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

; Nig
begp
oprega
NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours ..Monthly Pay

Taking Applications'for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
4/1/11 TO 11/30/11 KY 0419110
FPS FARMS.HAZEL KY 8 OPENINGS
4111 TO 12/22/11 KY 0419136
SOUTHWEST FARMS, MURRAY KY 11
OPENINGS 3/20:11 TO 1120/12 KY 0419324
R.MORTON FARMS MURRAY, KY
9 OPENINGS nil 5/11 TO 1/15/12 TN8396978
LARRY CROUCH, GRAY, TN. 5 OPENINGS
3/29/11 TO 9/20/11 TN5355760
TIDWELL BERRY. SPRING CITY TN
2 OPENINGS
FARM LABORER/NURSERY LABORER
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed
$9.71 HR 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS guaranteed.
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE.
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50'c OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. APPLY
FOR THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF
STATE WORKFORCE AGENCY IN THIS
STATE.USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE WITH A COPY OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST
AT EMPLOYERS COST POST EMPLOYMENT.

ASSESSMENT SPECiALISM7Responsible for
expediting the intake process for individuals
seeking services at Four Rivers Behavioral
Health -Mayfield office by conducting comprehensive psychosocial assessments.
QUAUFIC_ATLQNS: Bachelor's in behavioral
health discipline and three years experience in
behavioral health case management preferred.
Work flexible hours KY drivers license/safe
record Send resume to Anne Thurman. Vice
President for Human Resources. Four Rivers
Behavioral Health. 425 Broadway. Suite 2t",,'
Paoucah, Ky 42001 Open until filled EOF

BRIGHTER HORIZONS CHILD
DEVELOPMENT CENTER AND
PRESCHOOL OPEN HOUSE!
Are you seeking a childcare facility with low
staff ratios including a progressive preschool
curriculum/ Brighter Horizons offers all this and
more including sign language, science messy
art and music classes weekly
Ratios are lower than state requirements thus
space is limited' Please visit this Saturday
from 10-12 to tour our facility and to meet our
teachers. We care for children ages 6 weeks 5
years old. Even if there are no current spots in
your child s age group plan ahead for the fall
or summer and put your name on our waiting
list' We are located at 629 N 4th street in
Murray Our number is 759-1926
Hope to see you there'

intrepids
Immediate Opening in Mayfield
for Data Entry/ Clerical Position
Join the company that s Setting the Pace in
McCraken. Marshall. Calloway. and
Graves County,
Job duties include data entry, filing, and
uek.eep of medical records, answering phones,
photocopying, and placing office orders for
supplies receiving supplies, and stocking
shelves Must have clean criminal and driving
records and work history. Diploma or an equivalent required. Competitive pay rates Contact
Dena Gibson at Phone. 270-753-1434 or fax
your resume to. Fax 270-759-9936
Attn: Dena Gibson BOM
EOE

SEEKING automotive
consultant.
sales
Looking for people that
are customer focused,
motivated to improve
and have strong peopl,
skills. Great opportur•
ty for experienced art
inexperienced indtvick
als to start a lucratne
career with a highly.
successful automotive
dealer.
No previous auto sales
experience is needed,
but previous retail
sales of any type will
be considered a posi
Please send
live.
resumes to 701 Main
Street. Murray. KY
Equal
42071.
Opportunity Employer.
Applicants must be 18
years old or older and
have a valid US driver's license

HOME cleaning services. 227-7129.
Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? Give
roe a call 731 -3363891 references available

Immediate FT LPN Opening in Mayfield for
Office Intake/ Clerical Position
Join the company that's Setting the Pace in
McCraken, Marshall. Calloway, and
Graves County'
Job duties include referral completion, insurance preauihorization. data entry. MD office
liaison, and general office duties such as
answering phones, photocopying, and preparing/filing medical records. May also be asked
to make occasional home visit. Must have
clean criminal and driving records and work
history and hold a valid KY LPN license
Competitive pay rates.
Contact Dena Gibson at Phone 270-753-1434
or fax your resume to: Fax 270-759-9936
Attn: Dena Gibson BOM
EOE

Articles
For Sake
Moving Sale Childs
BR suite $200, PR1000
$300,
Bowtlex
Pro
Commercial
Cyclone Rake $1,000
Call 207-227-9279

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
605 F

L

(270) 753-1713

CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105 N. 3RD
753-1502
SALE!
Mattress sets starting
at 5149.95/ Special
extra savings on all
furniture'
Farm Equipment
L2800. 5
Kubota
woods bush hoe. 6'
disc. 2009 Scag zero
turn mower. 270-2279042
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD
2701210-6267 Pick
up r delivery
220
Musical

120

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS
403 Chestnut SL
Guitar, Piano Dnirns
Voice & more
Piano Tuning
DJ & Sound
We Train Youth
Bands!

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

(270)978-1961
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator. electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
Articles
For Sale
2 night Canbbear
day in
1
Cruise
Nassau. 2 people. from
Ft Lauderdale. $129

I

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

1994 Atlantic 3BR,
2BA. Needs some work
and moved. $10.000.
Call 227-8721 after
4pm.
2BR and lot
$12.900
Available in Feb. 14
pieces sold so far.
Dont miss out!
(270)7634012

3 day. 2 night in
Orlando 4 people 2
tree one day Disney
World tickets $139
753-4801
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has great bargains at
Trends-N -Treasures
Kids Welcome, Buy
and appraise coins
270-753-4161
HAY for sale
$3.00/ Bale
753-1287

3BR $295.00
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom no
pets 753-9866

1BR. price reduced
locations
various
Coleman RE
753-9898

between 8:00a.ti
Contact 4shiey or Nat
.for more it

Nal

intrepid

IMMEDIATE OPENING

Apartments For Rant
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
2BR 1BA Townhouse
$475WAD.
with
$500/month. Please
call 270-753-7559
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets. $300/mo.
767-9037
2BR apt partially furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets $300/mo.
767-9037
2BR. 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
furnished.
water
$600/month, no pets.
753-2225

-Line Ad Special-

Ct

apartEFFICIENCY
ments for rent Some
utilities paid $250/mo
No pets 767-9037
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today.
appointment
270-753-2905 .

270-753-2905 our
1900 N 12th St. S
Business Center
locations at 1900
or 641 North Mur

VICTORIAN one bed
room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view. W/D,
stove.
refrigerator.
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

••*MSU STUDENTS
WELCOME•••
3BR, IBA, C/H/A
detached garage. 1
mile east oh Murray.
No pets $600/month,
lease + security & gas
deposit Call
270-753-1718
1628 Olive. 2BR 1BA.
Practically on campus
include
Appliances
W-D rein, and stove.
4865085

2BR, IBA, 5min North
of Murray. no pets.
759-4826.

upponunity

Na

e•-b

.c

1st Full Mo Rent Free

BR & 2BR Apr,
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

-.a
'NA

Call Ashley Morris
or Natasha Hutson to place an ad
(270)753-1916

1BR. Lease & Deposit.
No Pets!
270-753-0728,
270-994-3308

1505 Diuguid Dri‘c

flentals, In.
loc
Storage
G&W
Hwy 94 & Hwy 280
'mint storage ne

Garland

20 words- One week
Only 4 1 9.00

2BR. 20A duplex.
$525/mo. +Vmo, security-deposit, no pets
please. Call 4928566 after-6pm or
293-8566
4BR, C/H/A. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

no rnon

SS more for a

Fr. 10 ant

Smart Saver

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
,mart `-sp.er I
1,,,tr,t 1.o. `,,11.1rt `-,,t, cr , VIttn I. lassitied,.ii inte'
The publisher maintains the right to relent or edit any suernItted matte,
l'.1_ALL t QLK LLNL z112 ANL? 1.1 Wit I ALELAX UN
i.eLL WIEB`111 i- Al N3.2 LY1.13...1.. 11AR L

pw.ture and

Fri. 10 a.m.

Monday

S4.50 Column Inch, be . Discount 2nd Run,
40', Discount 3rd Run.
LAU 3 Ad: Mu,/ Riot IXtlItiP1 it Dati Period I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
•
1 INI Alt',

•-.

PICTURES Itio more than tv

DEADLINES

- CLASSIFIED AD RATES ....

2-car
IBA.
2BR,
garage, large yard, par
belly fenced. $550 plus
secunty 978-7441

2BR, IBA, C/H/A, all
appliances. $350 +
deposit & references
No Pets. 270-753-1059
2BR, 2BA. 1 car
garage, all appliances
including W/D, excelcondition.
lent
rent,
$725/month
$725/deposit
270-293-8919
2BR, close to MSU.
Coleman RE
753-9898

3 & 4BR Houses
C/H/A,
Available
Locations
Various
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

lox 10 ar
Lights and
24/7 Sur
1900 N.
Behind Murray

3BR. I.5BA, garage &
workshop, stove, dishpets
no
washer,
Murray 270-753-0259.
EXTRA nice 3BR, 2BA,
in
located
home
Estates,
Whitnell
Central HeaVAO 2-car
garage, all appliances
furnished. $900/mo.,
one year lease, referdeposit
&
ences
Call
required.
(270)753-1713-Day
(270)753-3827-Night
Large 38R Duplex
2BA, I car garage, all
appliances, no pets.
year lease & deposit,
$800/mo.
House. 'IBA.
3BR
refrigerator,
stove,
W/D, 1 car garage, no
pets, year lease &
deposit. $585/mo.
270-293-5427
VERY nice 3BR with
garage. C/H/A, and
appliances. Coleman
RE
753-9898

ON

I
-111
All Size Units
14/7 Surieilla

012 Wh

753
360
Storage Rentals

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 1 21S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&IL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
turner of 121 s & iltindilff
10X10 $25 10x15 S40
12701 436-2524
12701 293-6906

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe 8 clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Space
Storage
Available Main St
Hazel
270-753-8623

Canmericai Prop. For Roe

L

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
Pay the electric bill,
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment,
(270)492-8211

1 & 2BR apartments,
Midway. Lease, refer
ences, & deposit. No
Pets, 270-753-0859,
270-753-5214
LARGE 2BR $550/mo.
$550/deposit. Lease
and references No
pets 1606 D Miller
upstairs. Laundry room
and water provided
519-2699.
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
MD 41-800-648-6055

e

Murra
Downtown
Commercii
Prime
Building. 1,850 sot.
Available Feb. 201'
$400-50
Rent
depending on length
lease. 865-705-5812.

42

a subscription to the
MURRAY
LEDIFEli&
Home Delivery
$.34.00
3 mo.
$55.00
6 mu.
$105.00
1 yr.

rillEs

Retail Store Front
2.300sql
2,200sqft. Main E
Hazel, KY
270-753-8623

I.ocal Mail
3 mo.

6 mu.
I yr.

$15.00
$63.00
$110.00

a
Rest of KWITS

I

RETAIL Store in Hair
SF
5000
$1000 00.-month.
270-492-8211

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo
$7599
6 mu
i%.00
I yr.
$145.00

3 mo
6 mo
I yr

$70.59
......S90.00
$120.00

Check

Money Order

Visa

380
Pets & Supplies

mic

Name
I St. Address
I .
City
Zip
I State
I
Daytime Ph
I
Mail this coupon with payment t,

I.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
11r eall 12701 753-1916

s
s
s

2 female fawn ho
puppies 8250 00 ea
382-2472

Registe
A.P.R.I.
Boston Terrier Pu
Born November 34
vet checked, shots
wormed to date. 5.
each. Cash Only
270-492-8062
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Friday, February 4.2011 •9

CLASSIFIEDS

Murraa Ledger & Times

PY VALENTINE'S DAY
HAP
5

1,eciesi

(hews, 70.4 itymelO.,irAestjoss Ca1 L taw:4•5
itt

ea..set ,..eodaye at es Zove 1..t~

/
Des.

tt.ets-t.

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL _
*24 Hour
Emergency Service.
*totally owned
*Licensed & insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270)474-0323

rlowteless

Aitssesri Nth sAmse.

PICTURES - $12 EACH
no more than tv,o people per
picture and no more than 15 v.ordsl
$8 more for a double Tot

LOVELINE -$10 EACH

SUDOKU
11
29
21

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839

Hugs & Kisses to
my Daddy
Chad Hughes
Love,
Ave Hughes

PO. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or come by
the office al 1001 Whitnell Ave, Murray
between 14:00a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

r*,

tr4

Contact Ashley or Natasha at (270)753-1916
for more information.

ACTUAL SIZE OF AD

1900 N. 12th St. Suite A in the Murray
Business Center. Visit our other
locations at 1900 N 12th MBC Storage
or 641 North Murray Store & Lock

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
in
home
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdiv.sion.
Floors,
Hardwood
Format dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light Approx 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
pnvate showing
270-753-2905.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

REDUCED. Paced for
quick sale hew energy
efficient. 313R, 2BA 2car garage. 2,240 sq
ft cathedral ceilings.
driveway,
concrete
large lot. No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates
210-3781, 559-2032.

Ehectricat
Services
Lkensed & Insured
32 yes exp.
Replace a Light or
Rewire your
entire House.
New Construction!
Free Estimates!

MBC Storage
lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2995

CHILDCARE.
available
Openings
Affordable.
now
M-F
Dependable.
5:30a.m-5:30p.m Sat
5:30a.m-12noon. call
270-293-7067

Spacious 488/ 3BA
with office and large
game room, Across
from country club
Asking $350,000.00
270-293-7906
490

ON BEAc

MINI I-STORAGE
111114 All Size Units • Climate Cont •
74/7 Surveillance • Electricity
*12

WhItnen Ave.

753-3853
Storage Rentals

390
Livestock & Supplies

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Farm fresh chicken
eggs $1.50/dozen call
227-6086

4850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

Real Estate

270-753-5562

Murray ledger & limes ii
Housing Ad Notice
All real estate ad,emsed hol,111
Fair
O soh& to the Federal
Housing Act shirk makes it
illegal to athefil.sc an, order
ono limitation or disc,mina
Son ba.1111 On iii,', ...der fell

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
'miter of 121 1. & ()km:We
MX10 S25 10%15 S40
1270) 436-2524
(2701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600
Comrneriesi Prole For Rent
Murray
Downtown
Commercia
Prime
Building. 1,850 sq.ft.
Available Feb. 2011
$400-500
Rent
depending on length of
lease. 865-705-5812.
Retail Store Front
2,300scift.
+/2.200sqft Main St
Hazel, KY
270-753-8623
RETAIL Store in Hazel
+1SF
5000
$1000 00/month
270-492-8211
380
Pets I. Supplies
2 female fawn boxe
puppies $250 00 each
382-2472
Registered
A.P.R.I.
Boston Terrier Pups
Born November 30th.
vet checked, shots and
wormed to date $350
each, Cash Only
270-492-8062
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Used Cars

state laus torhid dissrinimanon
in the sale, nmta! of ad,ettoing
ot real odate based 1,11 hiatus in
addition to those protected
under rederal
lhe sill Arum Ingls eeer .ins
ad,vetoing tot real ,tate ithitli
the in All
is itot in tie latwin )0
persons are hen-I's inhumed
ad,
that all duelling, ertised an.
a, arlahle on an equal orporse
nit, haqs
Foi turther assolanee o Ilk lair
I lousing Ai/welt...11g
contact NAA Counsel
Rent. l' %lam (711-4 04)4. lifli

270-978-1106
From Dryvvai.
'Painting to
s '
Krtrehent
3a1h
"
tic,ciss to Fencing
. We Do It Ara_
No Job 'TO Smarr'
. 2M-813-994e •
6ate.... . .
orirkyrviiiritc
ntue
r vPse

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

• eaorseensr:corn

We Finance

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

hollandmotorsales coin
270-753-4461
2000 Honda Civic EX.
2 door. 136.000 miles.
black,
automatic,
dependable, good condition, $4,500.00
293-3769

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7534916

You can count on the
most experienced
in {iest Ay.

403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
HilFElectric
Since 1986
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-80137
1‘ Thirdotls • 2411-22
Displat Hours 4 4111-1 sir
Handyman Week'
Odd Jobs. Renews.
Home,Nut°,
Carpentry: eight
Electrical. Mobile •
Welding. Yards IfOT
Molding & Much Moo.'
.No Job Tocr Small
*Jacob
270-978-0278
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicurin
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarante
753-1816 227-061
CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care 8yrs exp
293-8814
0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
2 • Locally owned
'
and operated
• Free Estimates
•tic & .his:
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

78
3

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Saturday, Feb. 5, 2011:
This year, you easily energize
just by indulging a little,
whether it is visiting with a
friend or pursuing a hobby. Your
concern will revolve around
security more than in the past.
You will be more upbeat and
happy. If you are single. don't
commit too quickly. Enjoy the
dating phase. If you are
attached, the two of you will
enjoy even better communication. Curb a need to possess re
impress PISCES.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

2
59
161

8 2 9

3 4 7 5 6 2 9 8 1
5 9 8 7 1 3 2 4 6
4 9 8 5 7 3

4 2 9 1 8 6 7 3 5
1 5 6 2 3 7 4 9 8
7 8 3 9 5 4

Check us out on the Web!

1 6 2

1

530
Services Offend

Vs 1701 PilfClf?

David's Home
Improvement
1.1.0

81,-....ght To vo u ay

er Ford! MERCURy
cury

6alei Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasierCard Accepted

.perkerford.com

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don. Murray area
519-8570
child
Weekend
care Your home or
mine. Negotiable rate,
cpr. first aide, cd associate ref. 492-8366
Would like to assist
with the care of your
family member. Have
expenence and referent-es. 270-933-0613
Tree
YEARRY'S
Free estiService
mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

3 CRETE. LLC
MIL Column
[
Decorall,
Indoor Plaster
Free to good homeC onfete Systern•
male terrier mix please
Visit ,s'ii
call 978-9563 if inter(270) 293-7971
ested

Ii 18011811110 Blear
and recharge your batteries. A
discussion that seemed difficult
might feel irrelevant at this point.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Others have great ideas.
You decide to go with one of
them despite what it might do to
your wallet. What you gain and
the rapport that evolves with a
key person in your life is more
than worth it Be willing to ask for
help if you need it
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You know what you need.
Others don't. If you need some
time alone, for whatever reason.
make sure you get it A loved
one's enthusiasm could bowl you
over right now. Know that you
don't have to go along. You can
be your own person.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Mischief simply is
more appealing than usual.
Laugh and share with a child or
loved one. Express your joy of
the moment and let those around
you know how much you care.
Funnel some energy into a project that might add to your com-

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** A friendship could play a
%v.v.
major role in plans and how you
decide
436-5141 A-AFFORD- feel. The two of you might
it is time to head to the country
ABLE Hauling. Clean
eetee.1,"!
out garages. gutters. and relax together. You could
feel as it a heavy weight has
punk & tree work.
been lifted off your back. A new
A&B Quality
setting can work miracles!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Dr.
New & Used
Oakhill
1414
***** Keep your eye on the
Estates.
Furnitue
Campbell
big picture Be careful with a
145x175ft, perfect for
"We buy anything
friend you love to pieces -- you
basement
& sell everythingr
walkout
easily could make a key person
270-759-5469 or
(270)530-0450
in your life Jealous A little diplo270-978-0876
macy could go a long way. You
A-1 Lamb's
your energy just by going
revive
Tree
al
Sale
Profession
Homes For
about.
and
out
Insured
Service
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
so-ft.
753-TREE (8733)
1920
07
**** A take-charge attitude
3BR'313A . open conADAMS Home
scores with a family member
cept, hardwood floors
Improvement
who is just as happy to let you do
living/kitchen, vaulted
Additions. Remodeling,
work_ You also might need to
ceiling, carpeted bedRoofing. Vinyl Siding. the
extra work
bathtile
Floors. squeeze in some
rooms,
Laminate
time. A child or loved one is testy.
4.25
rooms/utility.
Repairs. workers comp
Help him or her relax
acres located 5mi from
Insured.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
city. county taxes, city
227-2617.
***** Take off as soon as
$194.500.00.
water
ANDRUS Excavating you have firm plans Go off to the
767-0028/293-0028
and Septic Systems. movies or choose a day trip -New 2-4
Dozer, back hoe, and just get out of your day-to-day
work
hoe
track
Bedroom homes in
environment. You'll recycle and
Installation and repair feel great Meet friends or loved
Riverfield Estates.
on septic systems. ones at an exotic restaurant for
MU; Real Pioperty
Now offering septic dinner.
Professionals
tank pumping Maio, LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
credit cards accepted. **** You spend quality time
978-0404
with a friend or loved cne. Both
of you will feel better as a result

753-9562

8

6 7 5 3 4 1

2 6 1

1

• weekb, & special pickups
• locall ,,v.nedioperated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Horoscope

%song%

293-7872

1

3

5

S WASTE
'
HALL
MANAGEMENT

Hamilton Granite
& Marble

Garland Rentals, Inc. has now acquired

270-753-2905 our office is located at

8 1 4 6 2 9 3 5 7
4
9 3 2 8 7 5 6

8

H

7

Mail information, payment, and sender's name
and phone number to

'mini storage needs. please call

Answer to previous puzzle

9

Peadline for receipt of
photos i• love lines is
Wednesday, February 9
at 5FM.

• Hwy 94 & Hwy 280. For your boat and

,

2
86

6,

Ino more than 25 wordsi

G & W Storage located at Junction of

ii

Concepts Sudoltu

and
Menus for the lunchrooms of the Murray City School
7 to 11 have
Calloway County Schools for the week of Feb.
and Pat
been released by Mallory Cathey, Murray director,
l changes.
Lane, Calloway director. Menus, subject to occasiona
based on availability, are as follows.
MURRAY CITY
(Fruit and milk
Murray PreschooMead Start - Breakfast blueberry muffin: Tuesday - French
served daily) - Monday
- sausage bistoast: Wednesday - cereal, banana: Thursday
milk served
cuit; Friday - cereal. banana; Lunch - (Fruit and
- beedaily) - Monday - chicken sandwich. corn; Tuesday
turkey and gravy.
faroni. green peas, ww bread. Wednesday baked beans:
mashed potatoes, roll, Thursday - cheeseburger.
Friday - chicken tenders, potato wedges.
cereal, milk
Murray Elementary - Breakfast - (toast and
cheese on toast:
and Juice served daily) - Monday - egg and
sticks: ThursTuesday - chicken biscuit; Wednesday - waffle
crackers; Lunch
day - bre3kfasi bagel; Friday - yogurt/graham
- chicken and
- (Fruit and milk served daily) - Monday
carrots, green
dumplings, roast beef and cheese, buttered
chef salad, potabeans, side salad: Tuesday - cheeseburger
breadstick.
to wedges, crowder peas; Wednesday - spaghette
beans: Thurschuckwagon. side salad, baked apples, green
mashed potaday - chicken nuggets, tuna salad, green peas.
sandwich, corn,
toes, vegetables weep; Friday - pizza, ribette
broccoli w/cheese side salad.
and Juice
Middle - Breakfast - (toast and cereal, milk
breakfast pizza:
served daily) - Monday - poptart; Tuesday y - blueWednesday - pancake sausage on a stick, Thursda
- (Fruit and milk
berry muffin; Friday - sausage biscuit: Lunch
butter and
served daily) - Monday - chicken nuggets. peanut
cheese.
telly sandwich. corn, scalloped potatoes, Tuesday - crispitoi
rice: Wednesham and cheese sandwich, pinto beans. Mexican
jelly sandwich,
day - Domino's Smart Slice, peanut butter and
steak. chickpasta salad, green beans, Thursday - Salisbury
salad: Frien sandwich, green peas, mashed potatoes, side
corn on
day - ribette sandwich, cheeseburger, potato wedges.
the cob
served
High - Breakfast - (toast and cereal, milk and juice
- French
daily) - Monday - bagel/cream cheese; Tuesday
Thursday toast; Wednesday - pancake sausage on a stick:
- Breakfast High
roll;
cinnamon
Friday
biscuit;
bacon
- Monday (toast and cereal, milk and juice served daily)
salad. pinto
ravioli, corn muffin, spicy chicken sandwich, chef
hamburger, grilled
salad,
taco
Tuesday
greens:
turnip
beans,
Wednesday chicken salad, buttered potatoes, green peas.
sub, tuna salad.
turkey dressing supreme, ham and cheese
Smart
green beans, mashed potatoes. Thursday - Domino's
roasted potaSlice, cheeseburger, loaded potato soup, flame
roast beef and
toes, baked peaches; Friday - chicken tenders,
Swiss, chef salad. potato wedges, corn

fort level.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Staying close to home
doesn't need to be boring, especially with your imagination and
energy. A spontaneous invitation
from some friends could prove to
be a noteworthy gathering. Let
go and enjoy those around you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Though you might intend
on just a short visit with a friend
or neighbor, before you know it,
much time has passed. Don't
worry so much. Realize how significant your personal relationships are.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your ability to move
through problems and clear them
out is substantial. How you see
someone and the choices you
make rapidly change once you
feel relaxed Allow yourself to
kick back and indulge
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You are all smiles as
you note what is going on arouno
you. A partner. family member or
dear friend who has been touchy
or difficult makes an attempt to
perk up. Be appreciative of that
gesture.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
- Monday Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack
- orange. milk
1.2 grilled cheese sandwich, milk; Tuesday
carrots weep
Wednesday - animal crackers. milk: Thursday Breakfast - Monmilk; Friday - cheese slice, crackers, juice.
biscuit wrsausage
day - oatmeal, muffin, juice. milk: Tuesday eggs, tater tots,
gravy, juice, milk: Wednesday - scrambled
applesauce.
toast. milk, Thursday - cinnamon raisin biscuit,
- Monday milk; Friday - cereal, poptart, juice. milk; Lunch
Milk, Tuesday cheese pizza, whole kernel corn, mixed fruit.
Wednesday mini corn dogs green peas. applesauce, milk:
Thursday super nachos, refried beans, lettuce,salsa, milk.
apples. roll. milk.
chicken bytes. hashbrown casserole, baked
apple. milk.
Friday - turkey and cheese sandwich, later tots.
apple.
Elementaries - Snack - Monday - animal crackers.
ay - turkey
milk, Tuesday - cereal, banana, milk, Wednesd
butter and jelly
and cheese wrap, milk. Thursday - peanut
milk. Breaksandwich, milk; Friday - string cheese, crackers.
muffin: Wednesfast - Monday - sausage biscuit. Tuesday oatmeal and popday - biscuit err/sausage gravy, Thursday - Monday - chili
tart: Friday - eggs, bacon and toast: Lunch
butter and
wicrackers, hot ham and cheese sandwich. peanut
grilled cheese
jelly sandwich, Tuesday - pizza. taco burger,
Laker wrap.
sandwich, Wednesday - chicken nuggets Wroll.
nachos. grilled
yogurt and animal crackers: Thursday - super
. Friday chicken sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich
sandwich
chicken quesadala. hamburger, grilled cheese
Tuesday Middle - Breakfast - Monday - chicken biscuit,
eggs. bacon
cinnamon raisin biscuit. Wednesday - scrambled
Friday - bisand toast. Thursday - ham and cheese biscuit,
- chili wcrackers, hot
cuit wisausage gravy. Lunch - Monday
sandwich: Tuesham and cheese sandwich: turkey and cheese
chicken sandday - cream of potato soup wgrilled cheese,
nachos
wich, ham and cheese sandwich. Wednesday - super
and cheese
wiMexican cornbread, chuckwagon sandwich, turkey
burger. subsandwich. Thursday - chili cheese burrito, taco
turkey
marine sandwich. Friday - foot long chili dog, comdog.
and cheese sandwich
Tuesday High - Breakfast - Monday - sausage biscuit.
biscuit,
apple cinnamon toast. Wednesday - ham and cheese
- cinnamon raisin
Thursday - biscuit viesausage gravy. Friday
and Swiss
biscuit: Lunch - Monday - soft shell taco, hot ham
chicken sandsandwich Tuesday - spaghetti wrTexas toast,
nbbett sandwich,
wich, Wednesday - chicken quesadilla, bbq
club, Friday Thursday - mostacciolo w bread sticks, turkey
chicken patty w/gravy and roll, cheeseburger
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Colleagues suspect forgetful
co-workers is battling dementia

Looking Back
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Anita makes multiple mistakes
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special
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Dear Abby

hethei your supervisor ot- HR
thinks it is Mille. Anita should
he counseled and given the opportunny in Its the probleni -- if.
indeed. it is triable "
MINOS

DEAR ABBY: My husband
runs an auto body shop and has
always warned me to be extra
careful in parking lots -- "People
don't pay. attention They &iv
too fast. Every one's always.
hurry." etc. Well. tomorrow I
going to the memorial sets ice Inc
a dear friend. "Mara." She was
only' 46.
While Mats was putting her
granddaughter into a stroller. they
were hit. A woman driving too
fast hit a car backing out of a
parking space. careened off that
car and ran over Mara. Mara was
pinned underneath the car until
the tire department arrived and
lifted it oft her. Mars's daughter
saw it all. The 3-year-old is still
in the hospital, but will sun ive.
I realize my friend died over
a parking spot. I hope people
reading this will see that we all
need to slow down and pay mention. A car can he as lethal as a
gun. I didn't 'get ir before. but
now I do. Because of the reekless actions of a complete stranger.
you can kiss your husband goodbye, go shopping and never return!
I hope this nightmare can help
others. -- MISSING THE SISTER
OF MY HEART
DEAR MISSING: Please know
how sorry I am about the tragic
death of your friend. I cannot
stress enough how important it is
to remain fully present while
behind the wheel of a vehicle.
Our streets and highways are filled
with distractions, as are our cars
-- billboards, cell phones. stereo
buttons. the GPS. etc. I am sure
the woman who struck Mara and
her grandchild will never get over
the fact that she took one life
and could have taken another.
Readers, I hope you will review
this woman's letter and rcmemher it the next time you're 'in a
hurry.' It could save a life.

By Tlw Associated Press
Today is Friday. Feb. 4. the
35th day of 2011. There are 330
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 4. 1861. delegates
from six southern states that had
recently seceded from the Union
met in Montgomery. Ala., to form
the Confederate States of .America.
On this date:
In A.D. 211. Roman Emperor
Lucius Septimius Sev erns died at
age 65
Et A Ei

In 1789. electors chose George
Washington to be the lirst president of the United States.
In 1941. the United Service
Organizations (US0) came into
existence.
In 1974, newspaper heiress
Patricia Hearst was kidnapped in
Berkeley. C41.,by the Symbionese
Liberation Anny.
In 1976. %pre than 23.000 people died when a severe earthquake
struck Guatemala with a magnitude of 7.5. according to the U.S.
Geological Survey.

Ten years ago: In the NHL
All-Star game. the North America team beat the World squad 1412.
Five years ago: A stampede at
a Manila stadium resulted in 74
deaths. Thousands of mourners
poured into the Georgia Capitol
rotunda to pay tribute to civil
rights activist Coretta Scott King.
One year ago: Republican Scott
Brown took riser the scat of the
late Massachusetts Sen. Edward
Kennedy as he was sworn in by
Vice President Joe Biden.
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DEAR DR.COTT: I have been
taking matins to control my cholesterol. I've taken ('restor. Lipitoe and simvastatin. Unfortunately.. they all seem to cause ewessiN e urinating through the night.
I'm tired all the time, and I have
muscle cramps.
Is there something else span
from a maim
'
that I could
take or suggest to my
doctor' When
I do complain. he just
goes to another statin. and
have
none
helped so far.
I'm 75 and
male.
DEAR
By
READER:
Dr. Peter Gott Statin drugs
have been a
subject ot controversy of late.
Depending on a patient's medical
condition, physicians prefer total
cholesterol levels to be 200 or
lower. Unfortunately, using a statin
or any other drug to accomplish
this could lead to unpleasant consequences, as you have experienced. For instance. muscle pain.
headache, diarrhea. constipation,
weakness, increased urination,
insomnia, liver failure and still
more can result.
Cholesterol is vital for the normal function of literally every cell
in the body. However, when in
excess, it contributes to the development of atherosclerosis (plaque
formations within the arteries).
When plaque blocks arteries, blood
flow is reduced to the tissues. When
that plaque ruptures. a blood clot
forms, further blocking the artery.
When a sufficient reduction occurs,
heart attack. angina Ichest pain)
or stroke results. So statins do
play a beneficial role in the big
health picture of prevention.
Your physician has prescribed
numerous drugs in the swill category and you have suffered similar consequences with each of

Dr. Gott

L_ CKID
SHE KEEPS CANDY
IN HER PURSE,

' YOU
,
PON
ACgREE,GARFIELP,

YES,
.c

by
Heloise

CONQUER
CLOSET
CLUTTER
Dear
Readers:
are
Here
some Heloise
hints on how
1,,
OR,GA\ 01,'R
\
CLOSET 140
best Use 011 01

your space:
I. The first step to organizing
the closet is to take an inventory and clean out things you don't
want or can't wear anymore. Donate
items that are gently used, but
trash clothes that are frayed.
stained. etc.
2. To free up extra space. keep
out-of-season items in a suitcase
that you don't frequently use.
3. Use hangers made to hold
multiple pants. shins or skins.
4. Storage containers that fit
under the bed are good for seldom-used or seasonal shoes, purses. etc. They are easily accessible when you need them.
5. Keep a bin or basket on
the floor to put extra hangers in.
This way, you will have more
space for clothes on the hanging
bar.
6. Hang matching outfits togeth-

calls, etc. -- Jean Milici in Torer on one hanger.
rington. Conn.
Heloise
CEMETERY
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Dear Heloise: While traveling.
Heloise
I realized I was only an hour
P.O. Box 795000
from where my grandfather is
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
buried. and I decided to visit his
Fax: I-210-HELOISE
E-mail: HeloisetaoHeloise.corn grave. Last time the family went.
we had a hard time remembering
CLEANING OUT SILLS
was where his plot was I called the
raair Ffetotsc:-.- Whca
tikatgagenP186+ t0•9481dun 2.144) paid cemetery to we if someone there
could tell me where the plot was.
hills, receipts. etc.. and shredding
things that could be used for iden- It was so simple: I got turn-bytity theft, I thought, 'Why not turn directions. I saved so much
time! -- Heather in San Antonio
empty the cat's litter box into the
TRAVEL HINTS
same bag with the shredded bills?"
Dear Heloise: When I travel,
It may not totally stop crooks.
but it may give them "paws." -- I put my phone number in the
camera hag In case it's lost. th.
Susan F. via e-mail
Susan. yes. it might. but if finder may call.
Also. I keep a few granola
papers are %Wedded well enough.
bars and nuts in my purse. -- K
it's almost impossible to get any.
pertinent information from all those Jain, Reston. Va.
SHOE HANGER
tiny pieces! -- Heloise
Dear Ileloise: There was a letPURSE ORGANIZATION
Dear Helase: Many of us ladies ter in the New Hampshire Union
carry handbags with several zip- Leadet from a lady who commented on the shoe rack use. We
pered compartments. I find it handy
to keep nay wallet, cell phone and hung it on our cellar door for the
keys in one zippered section. to smaller cleaning agents. We keep
which I then attach a key chain furniture polish, window cleaner.
through the zippered grip. This air freshener. etc.. in the shoe
makes it easy to see at a glance rack. It is very useful that wav
where these important things are. -- Beverly in Manchester. N.H
102011 by King Features Sy ri It eliminates frantic purse searches at checkout lines. missed phone dicate Inc.

ACROSS
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35
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39
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41

Setting setting
British stables
Phoenix birthplace
'Thereby hangs —'
Tea cake
Parts
Contrived
Bauble
Watches secretly
'*— had dr
Follow
Bills from tills
Keg attachment
Director's cry
Diamond Head setting
RPM measurers
Goose formation
Some nuts
Cordillera Real natives
Get-up-and-go
Top actors
"What do ---7"
Private's boss
Act the waiter
Timetable, for short
Scraped (out)

;

PEANUTS04010
THAT'S WHY D065 DON'T
HAVE WIN65..OUR ANCESTORS
WORE THEM OUT

Alacrity
Keenness
Horseshoe shape

31
33
37
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30

Nest builders
Houdin' feat
Wild guess
Score half
California county
School near Windsor
Easy task
Coat part
Establishes
Senator Kefauyer
Future fish
.Jacob's twin
Pained cry
Currant liqueur
Squashed circles
Virgil hero
Shoe shade
Veer suddenly
Studied for a heist
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Up Ne)

Murray Sta
Austin Pt

When- Saturday 7 3C p m
Where: Dunn Center (Clark
TV: Racer Network INewWz
Wazoo Sports(MES Ch 81
Radio* WFGS 103 7 FM
Records: MSIJ 16-6 18 3 C
19-3 OVC)
Series record: MSL1 leads'
Last meeting: APSu woo 6
Murray

Yesterday's answer
NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send S4 75 cbedijnioilo
Box 536475, Orlando. Ft 37853-6475

i

6

5
10

9

DOWN

IIM GLAD TO SEE YOU'RE
WALKING A LOT IF YOU
FLY TOO MUCH YOU'LL
WEAR OUT YOUR WINGS

them. You might make an appoint
ment to discuss a trial period ot
alternative therapy such as weight
reduction. CM:t ..... using supplemental B vitanuns or niacin. taking over-the-counter cholesterollowering drugs with plant stanols
and sterols, and modifying youi
diet by eliminating or substantially reducing butter. whole milk. veg
etable oil, eggs. organ meats. cold
cuts and cheeses. With his or her
permission. give the program a
period of a hew months. have
your blood tested to see if there
is any improvement in both your
levels and symptoms, and go from
there.
To provide related information.
I am 'mending you a copy of my
Health Report "l'nderstanding
Cholesterol."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 72year-old female who has problems with vertigo. It comes and
goes. I get dizzy when I lie down.
I've had the problem for years
and have been to an ear-noseand-throat specialist. He removes
wax from both my ears, and that
helps for a short while. but it
does come back. Can you give
me any advice?
DEAR READER: Vertigo is
the sensation that a person or his
or her surroundings are moving
or spinning. It differs from dizziness I vertigo. lightheadedness, kiss
of balance and morel.
Causes include a decrease in
blood flow to the base of the
brain, inner-ear inflammation,
movement of the head in a specific direction. Meniere's disease.
head trauma, migraine headaches
and acoustic neuromas la type of
tumor). Other possibilities can be
the result of atherosclerosis, diabetes or. as you seem to be suffering, wax buildup.
Speak to your ENT about more
frequent was removal. If this does
not help, it may he necessary to
make an appointment with a specialist, such as a neurologist, who
can perform testing to detzrmine
whether there is another cause of
your vertigo.
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PREP GIRLS BASKFISA

Fields
nominated
for
McDonald's
All-America

COLLEGE BASKETBALL:
MURRAY STATE 74, TENNESSEE STATE 65

Manning u

FINAL ROSTER WILL BE
NANIED FEB. 10

DANIEL TURNS IN
CAREER NIGHT;
WIN SETS UP
BATTLE FOR FIRST
WITH APSU

Staff Report
McDonald's recently announced its
nationwide list of prep seniors who have
been nominated for the 2011 McDonald's
, All American Games. Of
the nearly 2.000 nominees
Calloway
announced,
County's Averee Fields
and Paducah Tilghman's
Josh Forrest were selected.
A complete list of
' nominees is available on
ds

ay TONEY MAID
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Or. the
many occasions Murray State needed a
lift Thursday night, Ed Daniel was
almost always there to provide it.
The sophomore turned in a career
outing, scoring 21 points, grabbing five
offensive rebounds, and throwing down
several dunks that whipped even the
large Gentry Center crowd into a frenzy.
lifting the Racers to a 74-65 victory.
More important than his statistics,
however. Daniel came up with what
seemed like a neverending supply of big
plays down the stretch as Tennessee
State refused to go away after falling
behind by double-digits with 7:50
remaining.
The biggest of them all were two
consecutive offensive rebounds and putbacks, both coming with just more than
two minutes left to play. extending
Murray States lead from three to seven.
His 21 points bested his previous
career high of 13, which he scored
against Southeast Missouri in January.
and his impact on the game was
arguably as great as any Racer at any
point this season.
"He's a sophomore. and he's maturing," Murray State head coach Billy
Kennedy said. "He's growing up some,
and hopefully that will give him some
confidence and he'll learn from it."
Behind Daniel's two second-chance
baskets, the Racers finally broke away
from TSU, which had cut the lead to 6562 with 2:16 to play, winning a crucial
conference game and setting themselves
up for a battle with arch-rival Austin
Peay Saturday in which first place in the
Ohio Valley Conference will be at stake.
The Racers shot 51 percent for the
night but turned the ball over 19 times
against an active Tennessee State pressure defense which Kennedy said
caught his squad by surprise early on.
Murray State coughed the ball up
seven times during the first seven minutes of play, but did settle down and was
able to use the press to their advantage,
getting numerous transition baskets.
including several Daniel dunks.
"Our guards did a really good job of
breaking the press." Kennedy said. "Ed
got a lot of dunks off that. He's a great
athlete, and he can finish. He finished
SI See RACERS, 12

www.McDonaldsAllAmerican.com.
Nominees were submitted by members of
the McDonald's All American Selection
C-imminee as well as state representatives
who closely follow prep basketball in each
player's respective area.
Fields is averaging 23.5 points per
game, while shooting nearly 62 percent
from the field and averaging close to 13
rebounds per contest as well.
McDonald's will name the final roster
of 24 boys and 24 girls during the 2011
McDonald's All American Selection Show
on ESPNU, airing Feb. 10 at 4:30 p.m.
The 10th annual Girls Game will tip off
on Wed.. March 30 at 6:30 p.m. inside the
famed United Center in Chicago. Ill., and
will broadcast live on ESPNU.
The 34th annual Boys Game tips off at 9
p.m. and will air live on ESPN.
Since 1978. more than 1,000 male and
female athletes have competed in the
McDonald's All American Games,forming
an elite list of players in basketball history.
McDonald's All American athletes include
basketball greats Alonzo Mourning. Kevin
Garnett. LeBron James, Carmelo Anthony,
Candace Parker. Kevin Durant and Derrick
Rose.

PREP BOYS BASKETBALL

Calloway
overcomes
halftime
deficit
at Hickman
DEESE LEADS TIGERS
OVER DAWSON SPRINC;S
WITH 24 POINTS
Stitt aspen

Up Next
Murray State at
Austin Peay
When: Saturday. 7 30 p m

Where: Dunn Center (Clarksville Tenn )
TV: Racer Network (NewWave Ch 79)
Wazoo Sports {MES, Ch 81)
Radio. WFGS 103 7 FM
Records: MS1J 16-6 (8-3 OVC) APSU 15-9
19 3 OVC)
Series record: MSU leads 69-41
Last meeting: APSU won 66-64 on Jan 8 In
Murray

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

Ed Daniel goes strong to the basket during Thursday night's game at Tennessee State, while TSU
defenders Patrick Miller and Robert Covington can only look on. Daniel scored a career-high 21 points
and grabbed five offensive rebounds.

Languishing in last
RACERS CAN'T MAKE
PLAYS DOWN STRETCH IN
BATTLE OF OVC
CEI,I.AR-DWELLERS

TOMMY DILLARD

Leda*,A nmes

State s Mallory Schwab (24) consoles
Mariah Robinson (20) after Robinson missed
the front end of two free throws that would have
tied the game with 11 seconds left Thursday
night at the Gentry Center
Murray

By TOMMY[BLUM
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — II Murray State wants
to secure one of the Ohio Valley Conference's
eight tournament slots. the Racers are headed in
the wrong direction.
A 73-70 loss at Tennessee State Thursday
evening was their fourth straight and dropped
MSU into sole possession of last place in the conference at 2-9.
With just under 12 minutes left. leading scorer
Manah Robinson hadn't scored a point and the
Racers were staring down a double-digit rebounding deficit.

That all changed. down the
stretch. however. as an underthe-weather Robinson scored 10
points over the final 10 minutes
1st; and MSU narrowed the rebounding margin to three at game's
end.
But Murray State simply didn't make enough plays to win in
a battle of the Ohio Valley
Conference's two cellar-dwellers
at the Gentry. Center. falling 7370.
Robinson missed the front
end of two free throws that could
have tied the game at 71 with II
seconds left, then the Racers let
the clock run down to tour seconds bet ore fouling
Meredith Stafford, who sank both free tinily..
The clock then expired on the Riker,. who
II See WOMEN, 12

73

Calloway County shook off a poor shooting performance late in the first halt
Thursday night to claim a 56-38 victory over
Hickman County in Clinton.
The Lakers took a seven-point lead at 125 late in the first quarter. but then went ice
cold over the final ten minutes of the first
half
Leading 14- II to start the second quarter.
Calloway went 3-for- l4 from the field,
allowing Hickman County to build up a 2520 lead at halftime.
Senior point guard Jared Shankle got the
Lakers going with five straight points to start
the third period. but Heckman held strong
until late in the quarter, when senior Brock
Simmons reeled off six straight points. giving the Lakers a 36-32 advantage heading
into the fourth.
After Hickman scored the first alive
points of the fourth quarter. Calloway
responded with a 10-1 run to provide enough
cushion for the win. Eighth grader Parker
Adams drilled two three-pointers during the
decisive run, while Adams. Michael Arnett
and Jay Green combined to go 6-for-6 at the
line down the stretch.
The Lakers' defensive effort in the second
halt limited the Falcons to only 13 points on
4-for-16 shooting with eight turnovers, while
Calloway warmed up to 50 percent from the
field in the final lb mintues. going 12-tor-24.
including 3-for-5 from beyond the arc.
Simmons led the way for Calloway with
16 points and eight rebounds, while Amen
also reached double figures with 13 and
added seven boards. Senior Shavvn
'Thompson pitched in use assists to lead the
II See BOYS. 12
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From Page 11
better tonight than he's finished
all year."
The flashiest play of the
evening came when Daniel got
the ball driving baseline and
dunked directly over a Tennessee
State defender early in the second
half.
"That should he top ten, that's
all I'm saying." Isacc Miles said
of the play.
Miles also had praise for
Daniel's overall performance.
which included going 5-for-5 at
the free-throw line.
"I've seen Eddie play like this
since he first came to visit in practice," Miles said. "He's been
doing it the whole two years he's
time.
been here. It's really nothing new,
hut seeing it live in a gameis big
At times this season. Daniel's
production has been limited by
foul trouble. That was not the
case Thursday. however, as he
finished the night with just two.
MS11 attacked the paint early
and often. outscoring 1St] 34-14
on the inside, but the Tigers hurt
the Racers from the outside, hitting nine three-pointers, most of
which came from their big men,
something Kennedy was concerned about going into
Thursday.
After the Tigers cut the margin
to 65-62 at the 2:16 mark, B.J.
Jenkins drove the lane in transition and put up a layup that
bounced off the rim, but Daniel
was there for an emphatic slam
dunk put-down.
Four seconds later. after the
Racers forced .1 turnover and
Isaiah Canaan drew a foul.
Canaan missed the front end of a
one-and-one. but Daniel once
again collected. giving MSU a
more comfortable 69-62 margin.
"If he doesn't get that
(rebound), i think it would be a
different type of game. overtime
or something." Miles said.
"You've got to give Ed the credit.
He played his best game by far
I've seen."
The Racers also got a noteworthy individual perfonnance
from Miles, who scored 13 points
and provided multiple answers to
a stretch of Tennessee State threepointers around the I3-minute
mark, preserving a lead for
Murray State.
Miles added five assists to his
line, and the Racers got 10 points
and five assists from B.J. Jenkins
and II points from Canaan.
For Tennessee State head
coach John Cooper,the difference
in MSU and his club Thursday
was the "been there before" factor, something Cooper is attempting to establish in his team this
year, which is searching for its
first winning season since 1996.
'One of the differences is
toughness down the stretch,' he
said. "They've been there before,
they've done it, and they never
falter. They got a big rebound and
stick-back on the tree throw, and
that was a big possession."
Murray State took a two-point
lead into halftime, then slowly
extended the margin through the
early part of the second half,
accumulating their largest lead of
the night at 12 points with 6:38
remaining.
From that point on. however.
1St] went on a 9-0 nut to cut the
lead to three.

MEAS.
STANDINGS
School
Austin Peay
nayI
Morehead State
Tot; leSS(.0 Tech
Tennessee State
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
SF_ t',ess,otin State
Tennessee-Martin
Jar 3. rain lltj State
Murray Slate
Tennessee Slate

OVC(Overall)
9-3 (15-9)
8-3 (16-6)
8-4 (16-8)
8-4 112-9)
7-5 (10-12)
6-6 (12-11)
4-7 (8-13)
4-8 (5-17)
3-9 (8-16)
2 10 (4-19)

30 44 — 74
28 37 — 65

Murray State (16-6) — Daniel 21, Miles
13 Canaan 11 Jenkins 10, Aska 6.
McClain 4 Long 3 Gnffin 3. Poole 2.
Jackson 1
FO: 26-51 3-pt.. 5-14 FT: 17-25
Rebounds: 38 Turnovers: 19
Tennessee State (10-12) — Moore 17,
Covington 14 Miller 13. Fredrick 7,
Peters 6 Nobles 6. Green 2
PG: 19-51 3-pt.: 9-25 FT: 18-28
Rebounds: 27 Turnovers: 1 3

s

Haversteck Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray. XY • 753-3415
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SCOREBOARD
Prep Boys Basketball
Thursday
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Five Murray High School coaches have been named Coach of the Year in their respective sports over the past year. Pictured, from left Mickey McCuiston (girls soccer),
Rechelle Turner (girls basketball). Mark Boggess (track and field), Elaine Kight (cross
country) and Steve Duncan (football).

Boggess, Kight give Murray
five Coaches of Year
Staff Report
Murray cross country coach
Elaine Kight and track and field
coach Mark Boggess were
recently announced as the newest
additions to the Murray High
School Coach of the Year honorees circle.
The Kentucky Association of
the USA Track and Field
Association and the Kentucky
Track and Cross Country
Coaches awarded Kight the 2010
Area I Coach of the Year/Area 1
Middle School Girls Coach of the
Year. while Boggess was recognized as the Area 1 Girls Track
and Field Coach of the Year.
These two honors follow on
the heels of Rechelle Turner(girls
basketball) Steve Duncan (football) and Mickey McCuiston
(girls soccer) receiving Coach of
the Year recognitions in their
respective regions this past

year.
The Coach of the Year nominations and selection process are
done by coaching peers in the
coaches' respective regions or
areas.
Turner began the domino
effect being named Region One
Coach of the Year at the conclusion of her 2009-2010 season.
McCuiston was named the 2010
Coach of the Year for the Small
School Division at the close of
the MHS girls soccer season, and
Duncan was named 2A Coach of
the Year after ending two back-toback perfect football regular seasons.
Bob Rogers, MISD superintendent, said these five awards
define the Murray district.
"Everyone knows the impact
that a coach has on his or her
team members and any time a
district's employee
school

•Women
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couldn't get off a desperation
shot attempt.
"The foul was supposed to
happen earlier," said MSU head
coach Rob Cross. "Give Stafford
credit. She's a senior, and she
was smart enough to dribble
away from the defense instead
of into them."
According to stets kept by the
coaching staff, the Racers
missed 19 layups on the night, a
number Cross said cost his team
more than any other statistic.
Murray State also gave up 13
offensive rebounds and displayed what Cross called a lack
of discipline on the defensive
end, specifically during the first
five minutes of the second half.
The Racers weren't aided
down the stretch when Cross
earned a technical with just
more than five minutes remaining, the frst of his career.
Cross thought Robinson had
been fouled on a drive to the
basket, and spoke to the referee
regarding the no-call. Stafford
connected on both free-throw
shots, extending TSU's lead to
nine at 61-52.
"I deserved the technical,"
Cross said. "I didn't say anything
derogatory, but I questioned her
officiating ability at that time.
She should have T'd me up."
Murray State freshman
Jessica Winfrey made up for
some of Robinson's slack,
notching her seventh double-

double of the season and her
fourth in the last five games with
a game-high 17 points and 12
rebounds.
"Jessica made some plays
tonight that Tennessee State just
couldn't do anything about,"
Cross said. "She just went and
got the ball."
The Racers also got 14 points
from Rachael Isom, 13 from
Kayla Lowe and 10 from
Robinson. who did not start due
to her illness. Lowe started
instead, getting her first nod
since suffering a shoulder injury
on Jan. 15.
Cross said he was proud of
the way his team played down
the stretch, cutting what was a
seven-point deficit with 2:07 left
down to two with 58 seconds
remaining.
The Racers forced a TSU
turnover and tied the game at 69
on a Robinson layup with 37
seconds left. The Tigers
answered, however, on a Tayla
Foster layup. The Racers wouldn't tie the game again, thanks to
Robinson's missed free throw.
"We did a good job in our
press, forced them to make mistakes," Cross said. "The team
was into it down the stretch, but
(TSU) made every play during
the first five minutes of the half.
We didn't get in our defensive
stances and we didn't stay
between the ball and the basket."
Murray State returns to
action at Austin Peay (7-5) on

Prep Girls Basketball
Tonight
Fulton City at CarlIsle Go, 7 45 p no
Muriak at Hickman Co 7 30 p m
Graves ,T..o at Marshall Co , 6 p
Paducah Tilghman at St Mary. 7 30
p.m
OVC Basketball
Thursday
Morehead St 78, Jacksonville St 72
Austin Peay 82. Tennessee-Martin 53
Murray St 74. Tennessee St 65
Tennessee Tech 63. Eastern Kentucky
54

receives a statewide honor.
State Basketball
you're very proud," he said. '"To
Today
South Alabama 80 Western Kentucky
have five of our coaches already
76
honored this year is almost
unheard of."
National Basketball Association
All Times CST
A 2009 Murray State graduate,
Kight began teaching and coaching cross country in 2009. She led
the MHS girls team to second
place regional finish while the
From Page 11
team placed 14th at state.
A 1984 MHS graduate and team.
Calloway will return to action
1983 state champion and
Honorable Mention All American tonight welcoming Henry County
high jumper. Boggess is a 1989 (Tenn.) into Jeffrey Gymnasium
for a 7:30 tip-off.
Murray State alumnus.
Murray 52,
He joined the MHS faculty in
Dawson Springs 44
2009 as assistant football coach,
Kendall Deese scored 24
boys and girls varsity track and
field coach, boys and girls middle points as Murray High rebounded
school track and field coach, and from a slow start to claim a 52-44
most recently in 2010, assists his victory at Dawson Springs
wife, Clare. MHS volleyball Thursday night.
The Tigers trailed 13-5 at the
coach, as the assistant volleyball
end of the first quarter, while sencoach.
ior guard Mane Foster sat out the
opening period for disciplinary
reasons.
Dawson Springs kept up its
Saturday. Tip-off is set for 5:15 intensity into the second quarter.
and held a 24-17 lead at halftime.
p.m.

•Boys

In the third quarter. however,
the Tigers began to get into
rhythm defensively, and picked
up several turnovers down the
stretch to pull ahead for the win.
In all, Murray High forced
Dawson Springs into 25
turnovers.
Foster joined Deese in double
figures with IS. while senior
Cedric Cherry scored eight and
sophomore Daniel Nisbet added
five.
Dawson Springs was led by
seniors Brett Cobb and Joseph
McDonald who had 14 points
each.
Murray High will return to
action Saturday when they travel
to Marshall County for a Fourth
District showdown at 7:30 p.m.

; Super Bowl Sunday Only

WATCH
THE GAME
ON OUR
BIG SCREEN
TV!

Not good with any other. Super Bowl Sunday only.

2:00 • 8:00 pm

$ 2500 1st Place
Top 10 Paid
$100 Buy In

270-752-3333
For Details
Gaming ORG000051 4

Fr•117,...,
,,i7 2'
Muria., '12 DA ASO^
ngs 44
I tr,,,lar 110 .18
Touchstone Energy All A' Classic
(at Eastern Kentucky University)
Heath 54 Bartiour,ile 12
Today
May1iek1 at Ballard Memorial 6 p m
Henry Co I Tenn at Calloway Co . 730
p no
Fulton City at Carksle Co 7 30 p rn
Graves Co at Marshall Co 7 30 p rn
Paducah Tilghman at St Mary. 7 30
pm
Touchstone Energy All 'A' Classic
(at Eastern Kentucky University)
.k 7, in
Danvole

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pet GB
—
37 11 771
Newycru
12
25 23 521
Phiarteink,
15
22 26 458
New Jeise,
15 35 300
23
Toront-,
13 37 260
25
Southeast Division
W
L Pc1 GB
—
Warm
35 14 714
4
18
633
Atlanta
31
Orlando
31 19 620 4 12
Charlotte
21 2743613 1/2
Washington
13 35 27121 1,2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
—
34 14 708
Chicago
14
19 27 413
Indiana
Milwaukee
19 29 396
15
Detroit
17 32.34717 1/2
Cleveland
8 41 16326 12
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
41
8 837
-'
San Antonio
Dallas
33 15 688 7 1,2
New Orleans
32 19 627
10
Memphis
26 24 52015 1.2
Houston
23 28 451
19
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
31 17 646
Olitahorna City
-Denver
29 20 592 2 1 2
Utah
29 21 580
3
Portland
26 23 531 51,2
11 37 229
Minnesota
20
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
LA Lakers
34 t6680
-Phoenix
23 24.489 9 1,2
Golden Slate
21 27 438
12
L A Couriers
14
19 29.396
Sacramento
12 34.261
20

That's how many Kentuckians. on
average, read each copy of a newspaper.
You see, one reads it, then passes it on.
Then another reads it and pkwies it on.
And so forth.
So if you're trying to reach Kentuckians.
itdvenise in the
nen spaper.
Pass it on.

Texas Hold 'Ern
Tourney
Saturday, February 19th

KY

C114111 IKEICI
Sponsored By.

Hunan brovalista pow in 1st lama', errs Asst.:1411011Mb It 161 kiristaii viairipru

